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ABSTRACT 
Samuel Austin Harres: An Analysis of the United States 
Accounting Codification Through Practical Case Studies (Under 
the direction of Dr. Victoria Dickinson) 
 
This document contains a collection of case studies that illustrate real-world 
accounting issues. These cases, 11 in all, involve both real and fictional 
companies and their accompanying financial statements. Each of these cases 
studies a specific accounting question –ranging from revenue recognition to 
valuing accounts receivable, among others– and requires a mix of factual 
responses and opinion synthesis. The cases blend analysis of various 
subfields within accounting, including general risk assessment and financial 
studies, and provide students with a broad overview of the field. Producing 
this thesis granted me valuable insight into current issues within the field of 
accounting as well as a first look at theoretical issues currently under study 
by accounting scholars and academics. Aside from the materials contained 
within the cases themselves, I called upon information directly from the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board’s Codification to furnish my 
responses. Additionally, as a large portion of this thesis was completed 
concurrently with other Honors students working on their own accounting 
theses, I benefitted from exposure to groupwork in a professional, academic 
setting. 
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Project Overview 
 The goal of financial accounting is to provide useful and accurate financial 
information to potential creditors, investors, and lenders. With that in mind, it seems 
fitting that this project, a comparison between the credibility of Glenwood Heating and 
Eads Heaters, was assigned first.  
 Given a list of journal entries, adjusting entries, and auxiliary information, our 
task was to complete the case and provide a recommendation to potential investors. The 
first step towards formulating a recommendation was to journalize the entries for each 
company. Once completed, I assembled a trial balance to ensure GAAP standards were 
upheld and each company’s debits and credits balanced. After verifying accuracy, 
adjusting entries were made. It was at this point that the two companies’ statements 
began to diverge. Differences in each company’s bad debt estimates, inventory methods, 
depreciation estimates, and rental equipment amortization decisions rendered very 
different trial balances post-journaling. These differences continued to show up in the 
multistep income statement, statement of retained earnings, and classified balance sheet. 
The aforementioned statements were produced after verifying, once again, that the two 
companies’ debits and credits balanced.  
 Next came the ratio analysis portion of the project. In order to determine which 
company to recommend to investors, I formulated ratios to determine liquidity, activity 
and profitability. Once complete, I analyzed the results and made the final judgement for 
my recommendation. 
Completing a case study is about more than filling out statements, ratios and the 
accompanying analysis. Case studies, and the hours spent dissecting and deciphering 
them, offer students a rare but authentic glimpse into the world of accounting. It’s 
realistic and relevant in a way book exercises may never truly capture. If one chooses, for 
instance, to enter the world of financial investment, knowing how to determine the 
profitability and liquidity of a company would be essential. Furthermore, every step of 
the problem-solving process is applicable to careers in the field of accounting. As the 
need for real-time financial data continues to grow, having the capability to produce 
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financial statements and ratio analysis will continue to grow in importance as well. 
Exercises such as the one our class completed over the past week are provide more than a 
grade, they provide real experience. 
 
 
II. Executive Summary 
This project includes a multistep income statement, classified balance sheet, journal 
entries, adjusting entries, and a statement of retained earnings for both Glenwood 
Heating, Inc. and Eads Heaters. Inc. Provided alongside these documents is ratio analysis 
to determine the profitability, liquidity, and activity of each company. Through an 
analysis of the ratios and the financial statements as a whole, users will quickly become 
aware that Glenwood is the superior choice for investors. While slightly less liquid than 
Eads Heaters (as proven by current ratios, inventory turnover ratios, and times interest 
earned ratios), Glenwood Heating is far more profitable. They offer better earnings per 
share, higher net income, and better profit and gross profit margins. 
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III. Glenwood Heating, Inc. 
A)  Glenwood Ratio Analysis 
Glenwood Heating, Inc.  
 Ratio Analysis  
 Current Ratio  4.88  Current Assets/ Current liabilities  
 Acid-Test  2.99 
 (Current Assets-Inventory)/Current 
Liabilities  
 Inventory Turnover  5.64  CGS/Average Inventory  
 Earnings Per Share  28.98 
 Net Income/Number of Shares 
Outstanding  
 Return on Assets  14.43%  Net Income/Total Assets  
  Days Sales in Inventory   64.72  365/Inventory Turnover Ratio  
 Times Interest Earned  3.69 
   (Net Income+Interest 
Expense+Income Tax Expense)/Interest 
Expense   
  Debt to Assets Ratio   64.28%  Total Liabilities/Total Assets  
 Gross Profit Margin  55.58%  Gross Profit/Sales  
 Profit Margin  23.27%  Net Income/Sales  
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B)  Glenwood Financial Statements 
 
Glenwood Heating, Inc. 
Classified Balance Sheet 
December 31st, 20X1 
Assets 
 Current Assets  
     
 Cash  
   
 $       426.00    
 Accounts Receivable  
  
 $  99,400.00    
 (Allowance for Bad Debt)  
  
 $      (994.00)   
 Inventory  
   
 $  62,800.00    
 Long Term Assets  
     
 Land  
   
 $  70,000.00    
 Building  
   
 $350,000.00    
 (Accumulated Depreciation Building)   $ (10,000.00)   
 Equipment  
   
 $  80,000.00    
 (Accumulated Depreciation Equipment)   $ (9,000.00)   
 Total Assets           $ 642,632.00  
 Liabilities  
 Current Liabilities  
     
 Accounts Payable  
  
 $ 26,440.00    
 Interest Payable  
  
 $    6,650.00    
 Long Term Liabilities  
     
 Note Payable  
   
 $380,000.00    
 Total Liabilities         $ 413,090.00  
 Equity  
 Common Stock  
  
 $160,000.00    
 Retained Earnings  
  
 $  69,542.00    
 Total Equity           $ 229,542.00  
 Total Liabilities and Equity       $ 642,632.00  
 XI 
 
 
 
 
Glenwood Heating, Inc.  
Income Statement  
 For Year Ended December 31st, 20X1  
        
 Revenues       
 Sales:    $   398,500.00     
 Cost of Goods Sold:   $(177,000.00)    
 Gross Profit:     $ 221,500.00    
        
 Expenses       
  Operating Expenses:       
   Other Operating Expenses:   $     34,200.00     
   Bad Debt Expense:   $          994.00     
  
 Depreciation Expense –
Building:   $     10,000.00     
  
 Depreciation Expense –
Equipment:   $       9,000.00     
   Rent Expense:   $     16,000.00     
 Total Operating Expenses:    $ (70,194.00)    
        
 Income from Operations:    $ 151,306.00    
        
 Non-Operating or Other Expenses      
   Interest Expense   $     27,650.00     
 Total Non-Operating Expenses    $ (27,650.00)    
        
 Income Before Taxes    $ 123,656.00    
        
 Income Tax     $ (30,914.00)    
        
 Net Income       $   92,742.00    
 XII 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Glenwood Heating, Inc. 
Statement of Retained Earnings 
For Year Ended December 31st, 20X1 
Beginning Retained Earnings 
  
 $               -    
Net Income 
   
 $  92,742.00  
Dividends Paid 
   
 $(23,200.00) 
End Retained Earnings      $  69,542.00  
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IV. Eads Heaters, Inc. 
A)  Eads Ratio Analysis 
Eads Heaters, Inc.  
 Ratio Analysis  
 Current Ratio  4.63  Current Assets/ Current liabilities  
 Acid-Test  3.09 
 (Current Assets-Inventory)/Current   
Liabilities  
 Inventory Turnover  7.40  CGS/Average Inventory  
 Earnings Per Share  22.04  Net Income/Number of Shares Outstanding 
 Return on Assets  10.02%  Net Income/Total Assets  
  Days Sales in Inventory   49.32  365/Inventory Turnover Ratio  
 Times Interest Earned  5.47 
(Net Income+Interest Expense+Income Tax 
Expense)/Interest Expense   
  Debt to Assets Ratio   70.54%  Total Liabilities/Total Assets  
 Gross Profit Margin  52.62%  Gross Profit/Sales  
 Profit Margin  17.70%  Net Income/Sales  
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B)  Eads Financial Statements 
 
 
 
Eads Heaters, Inc.  
 Income Statement  
 For Year Ended December 31st, 20X1  
       
 Revenues       
 Sales:     $ 398,500.00    
 Cost of Goods Sold:   
 
$(188,800.00)   
 Gross Profit:      $    209,700.00  
       
 Expenses       
 Operating Expense:      
   Other Operating Expenses:   $   34,200.00    
   Bad Debt Expense:   $     4,970.00    
  
 Depreciation Expense -
Building   $   10,000.00    
  
 Depreciation Expense -
Equipment   $   20,000.00    
   Rent Expense   $   11,500.00    
 Total Operating Expenses:     $ (80,670.00)  
       
 Income from Operations:     $    129,030.00  
       
 Non-Operating or Other Expenses     
   Interest Expense   $   35,010.00    
 Total Non-Operating Expenses    $ (35,010.00)  
       
 Income Before Taxes     $      94,020.00  
       
 Income Tax      $ (23,505.00)  
       
 Net Income         $      70,515.00  
 XV 
Eads Heaters, Inc. 
Classified Balance Sheet 
December 31st, 20X1 
Assets 
 Current Assets       
 Cash     $7,835.00   
 Accounts Receivable    $99,400.00   
 (Allowance for Bad Debt)   -$4,970.00   
 Inventory     
                 
$51,000.00    
 Long Term Assets       
 Land       $70,000.00   
 Building     $350,000.00   
 (Accumulated Depreciation 
Building)   -$10,000.00   
 Equipment     $80,000.00   
 (Accumulated Depreciation 
Equipment)  -$20,000.00   
 Leased Equipment    $92,000.00   
 (Accumulated Depreciation Leased 
Equipment)  -$11,500.00   
 Total Assets                  $703,765.00 
 Liabilities  
 Current Liabilities       
 Accounts Payable     $   26,440.00    
 Interest Payable     $     6,650.00    
 Long Term Liabilities       
 Note Payable      $ 380,000.00    
 Lease Payable     $   83,360.00    
 Total Liabilities         $        496,450.00  
 Equity  
 Common Stock     $ 160,000.00    
 Retained Earnings     $   47,315.00    
 Total Equity           $        207,315.00  
 Total Liabilities and Equity       $        703,765.00  
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Eads Heaters, Inc. 
Statement of Retained Earnings 
For Year Ended December 31st, 20X1 
Beginning Retained Earnings 
  
 $               -    
Net Income 
   
 $ 70,515.00  
Dividends Paid 
   
 $(23,200.00) 
End Retained Earnings      $ 47,315.00  
 
 
C. Ratio Comparisons 
Ratio Glenwood Heating, Inc. Eads Heaters, Inc. 
Current Ratio 4.88 4.63 
Acid-Test 2.99 3.09 
Inventory Turnover 5.64 7.40 
Earnings Per Share 28.98 22.04 
Return on Assets 14.43% 10.02% 
Days Sales in Inventory 64.72 49.32 
Times Interest Earned 3.69 5.47 
Debt to Assets Ratio 64.28% 70.54% 
Gross Profit Margin 55.58% 52.62% 
Profit Margin 23.27% 17.70% 
 * Green boxes indicate the favorable company  
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VI. Recommendation 
Upon first glance, these two companies- Eads Heaters, Inc. and Glenwood 
Heating, Inc. - appear quite similar. Each has its own advantages and disadvantages that 
must be carefully considered. But upon further review, the stronger company, the one 
creditors and lenders should consider backing, begins to emerge. 
Eads Heaters turns over its inventory faster than Glenwood Heating does and has 
a superior times interest earned ratio. In addition, Eads’ debt to asset ratio is more 
favorable as well. These ratios point towards Eads possessing better liquidity. Which, in 
all fairness, appears to be true. The story, however, does not end there. 
When considering an investment opportunity, few metrics are more important 
than profitability. Here is where Glenwood Heating shines. Their net income of $92,742 
is over $20,000 higher than Eads’ net income while maintaining the better profit and 
gross profit margins. Not only that, but Glenwood’s current ratio and return on assets 
ratio beat Eads’ as well. Finally, Glenwood’s earnings per share of $28.98 is $6.94 more 
profitable than Eads’ $22.04.  
At the end of the day, investors, lenders, and creditors are in the business of 
profitability and that’s where Glenwood Heating shines. Yes, Eads Heaters may have the 
better liquidity but if an investor is willing to take the risk, Glenwood represents the 
better opportunity from a profitability standpoint. Based on the points made above, I 
would recommend investing in Glenwood Heating, Inc. over Eads Heaters, Inc. 
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VII. Appendix A: Glenwood Transactions 
A)  Pre-Adjustment Transactions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Cash
 Accounts 
Receivable  Inventory  Land  Building  Equipment
No. 1 160,000.00$       
No. 2 400,000.00$       
No. 3 420,000.00-$       70,000.00$   350,000.00$  
No. 4 80,000.00-$         80,000.00$     
No. 5 239,800.00$  
No. 6 398,500.00$  
No. 7 299,100.00$       299,100.00-$  
No. 8 213,360.00-$       
No. 9 41,000.00-$         
No. 10 34,200.00-$         
No. 11 23,200.00-$         
No. 12
Balances 47,340.00$         99,400.00$    239,800.00$  70,000.00$   350,000.00$  80,000.00$     
+
 Accounts 
Payable
 Notes 
Payable
 Interest 
Payable
 Common 
Stock
 Retained 
Earnings
No. 1 160,000.00$  
No. 2 400,000.00$  
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5 239,800.00$       
No. 6 398,500.00$   
No. 7
No. 8 213,360.00-$       
No. 9 20,000.00-$    21,000.00-$     
No. 10 34,200.00-$     
No. 11 23,200.00-$     
No. 12 6,650.00$      6,650.00-$       
Balances 26,440.00$         380,000.00$  6,650.00$      160,000.00$  313,450.00$   
Assets
Liabilities Equity
 XIX 
B)  Glenwood Pre-Adjustment Trial Balance 
Glenwood Heating, Inc. 
Unadjusted Trial Balance 
  Debits Credits 
Cash $47,340.00   
Accounts Receivable $99,400.00   
Inventory $239,800.00   
Land $70,000.00   
Building $350,000.00   
Equipment $80,000.00   
Accounts Payable 
 
$26,440.00 
Note Payable 
 
$380,000.00 
Interest Payable 
 
$6,650.00 
Common Stock 
 
$160,000.00 
Dividends $23,200.00   
Sales 
 
$398,500.00 
Other Operating Expenses $34,200.00   
Interest Expense $27,650.00   
Total $971,590.00 $971,590.00 
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       C) Glenwood Adjusting Entries 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Glenwood Heating Inc.
Part B: Recording Additional Information
Assets
Transaction Cash Inventory Land Building
Balances: Part A $47,340.00 $99,400.00 $239,800.00 $70,000.00 $350,000.00
Part B (2) Bad Debt Expense -$994.00
Part B (2) COGS -$177,000.00
Part B (3) Depreciation
Building
Equipment
Part B (4) Equipment
Rental Payment -$16,000.00
Part B (5) Income Tax -$30,914.00
Balances $426.00 $99,400.00 -$994.00 $62,800.00 $70,000.00 $350,000.00
Assets
Transaction Equipment Interest Pay. Note Payable
Balances: Part A $80,000.00 $26,440.00 $6,650.00 $380,000.00 $160,000.00 $313,450.00
Part B (2) Bad Debt Expense -$994.00
Part B (2) COGS -$177,000.00
Part B (3) Depreciation
Building -$10,000.00 -$10,000.00
Equipment -$9,000.00 -$9,000.00
Part B (4) Equipment
Rental Payment -$16,000.00
Part B (5) Income Tax -$30,914.00
Balances -$10,000.00 $80,000.00 -$9,000.00 $26,440.00 $6,650.00 $380,000.00 $160,000.00 $69,542.00
Liabilities Equity
Allowance for 
Bad Debts
Accumulated 
Depreciation 
Equipment
Common 
Stock
Retained 
Earnings
Accounts 
Rec.
Accounts Pay.
Accumulated 
Depreciation 
Building
 XXI 
        D) Glenwood Adjusted Trial Balance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Glenwood Heating Inc. 
Adjusted Trial Balance 
   Debits Credits 
Cash  $426.00   
Accounts Receivable $99,400.00   
Allowance for Bad Debts  $994.00 
Inventory  $62,800.00   
Land  $70,000.00   
Building  $350,000.00   
Accumulated Dep. -Building  $10,000.00 
Equipment  $80,000.00   
Accumulated Dep. -Equipment  $9,000.00 
Accounts Payable  $26,440.00 
Interest Payable  $6,650.00 
Note Payable  $380,000.00 
Common Stock  $160,000.00 
Dividend  $23,200.00   
Sales   $398,500.00 
Cost of Goods Sold $177,000.00   
Other Operating Expenses $34,200.00   
Bad Debt Expense $994.00   
Depreciation Expense -Building $10,000.00   
Depreciation Expense -
Equipment $9,000.00   
Rent Expense $16,000.00   
Interest Expense $27,650.00   
Provision for Income Tax $30,914.00   
Total   $991,584.00 $991,584.00 
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VII) Appendix B: Eads’ Transactions 
      A) Pre-Adjustment Transactions 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 Cash
 Accounts 
Receivable  Inventory  Land  Building  Equipment
No. 1 160,000.00$       
No. 2 400,000.00$       
No. 3 420,000.00-$       70,000.00$  350,000.00$  
No. 4 80,000.00-$         80,000.00$    
No. 5 239,800.00$  
No. 6 398,500.00$  
No. 7 299,100.00$       299,100.00-$  
No. 8 213,360.00-$       
No. 9 41,000.00-$         
No. 10 34,200.00-$         
No. 11 23,200.00-$         
No. 12
Balances 47,340.00$         99,400.00$    239,800.00$  70,000.00$  350,000.00$  80,000.00$    
+
 Accounts 
Payable
 Notes 
Payable
 Interest 
Payable
 Common 
Stock
 Retained 
Earnings
No. 1 160,000.00$  
No. 2 400,000.00$  
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5 239,800.00$       
No. 6 398,500.00$  
No. 7
No. 8 213,360.00-$       
No. 9 20,000.00-$    21,000.00-$    
No. 10 34,200.00-$    
No. 11 23,200.00-$    
No. 12 6,650.00$      6,650.00-$      
Balances 26,440.00$         380,000.00$  6,650.00$      160,000.00$  313,450.00$  
Assets
Liabilities Equity
 XXIII 
     B) Eads Unadjusted Trial Balance 
Eads Heater, Inc. 
Unadjusted Trial Balance 
  Debits Credits 
Cash $47,340.00   
Accounts Receivable $99,400.00   
Inventory $239,800.00   
Land $70,000.00   
Building $350,000.00   
Equipment $80,000.00   
Accounts Payable 
 
$26,440.00 
Note Payable 
 
$380,000.00 
Interest Payable 
 
$6,650.00 
Common Stock 
 
$160,000.00 
Dividends $23,200.00   
Sales 
 
$398,500.00 
Other Operating 
Expenses $34,200.00   
Interest Expense $27,650.00   
Total $971,590.00 $971,590.00 
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        C) Eads Adjusting Entries 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Eads Heating Inc.
Part B: Recording Additional Information
Assets
Transaction Cash Accounts Rec. Inventory Land Building Equipment
Balances: Part A $47,340.00 $99,400.00 $239,800.00 $70,000.00 $350,000.00 $80,000.00
Part B (1) Bad Debts -$4,970.00
Part B (2) COGS -$188,800.00
Part B (3) Depreciation
Building -$10,000.00
Equipment -$20,000.00
Part B (4) Equipment
Lease
Lease Payment-$16,000.00
Depreciation
Part B (5) Income Tax -$23,505.00
Balances $7,835.00 $99,400.00 -$4,970.00 $51,000.00 $70,000.00 $350,000.00 -$10,000.00 $80,000.00 -$20,000.00
Assets
Transaction Accounts Pay.Interest Pay. Note Payable Lease 
Balances: Part A $26,440.00 $6,650.00 $380,000.00 $160,000.00 $313,450.00
Part B (1) Bad Debts -$4,970.00
Part B (2) COGS -$188,800.00
Part B (3) Depreciation
Building -$10,000.00
Equipment -$20,000.00
Part B (4) Equipment
Lease $92,000.00 $92,000.00
Lease Payment -$8,640.00 -$7,360.00
Depreciation -$11,500.00 -$11,500.00
Part B (5) Income Tax -$23,505.00
Balances $92,000.00 -$11,500.00 $26,440.00 $6,650.00 $380,000.00 $83,360.00 $160,000.00 $47,315.00
Accumulated 
Depreciation 
Equipment
Leased 
Equipment
Allowance 
for Bad 
Debts
Accumulated 
Depreciation 
Building
Common 
Stock
Retained 
Earnings
Equity
Accumulated 
Depreciation 
Lease
Liabilities
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D) Eads Adjusted Trial Balance 
Eads Heaters Inc. 
Part B: Trial Balance 
   Debit Credit 
Cash  $7,835.00   
Accounts Receivable $99,400.00   
Allowance for Bad Debts  $4,970.00 
Inventory  $51,000.00   
Land  $70,000.00   
Building  $350,000.00   
Accumulated Depreciation -
Building  $10,000.00 
Equipment  $80,000.00   
Accumulated Depreciation -
Equipment  $20,000.00 
Leased Equipment $92,000.00   
Accumulated Depreciation -Leased Equipment $11,500.00 
Accounts Payable  $26,440.00 
Interest Payable  $6,650.00 
Note Payable  $380,000.00 
Lease Payable  $83,360.00 
Common Stock  $160,000.00 
Dividend  $23,200.00   
Sales   $398,500.00 
Cost of Goods Sold $188,800.00   
Other Operating Expenses $34,200.00   
Bad Debt Expense $4,970.00   
Depreciation Expense- Building $10,000.00   
Depreciation Expense -Equipment $20,000.00   
Depreciation Expense -Leased 
Equipment $11,500.00   
Interest Expense $35,010.00   
Provision for Income Tax $23,505.00   
Total   $1,101,420.00 $1,101,420.00 
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Project Overview 
 When evaluating a company’s profitability, one should take into account many 
factors and question. Perhaps most important among these considerations, investors; 
creditors; and lenders must know if a presently successful company will continue down 
its current path or flop in subsequent periods. How can anyone predict this and with what 
metrics? Enter persistent income and the classified income statement. 
 One of the core four financial statements, income statements hold a wealth of 
knowledge for potential users. Within its line items, income statements divulge a 
company’s activities for a given period. These activities range from typical operating 
expenses and revenues to special items and other income/expenses. To begin making 
sense of these admittedly complicated measurements, the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board (FASB) requires U.S. companies to provide classified income statements to users. 
These are income statements classified by relevance to company activities as well as their 
likelihood to recur. 
 The purpose of this case was to acclimate the class with measures of profitability 
and persistence. This objective was achieved through an analysis of Molson Coors 
Brewing Company’s financial statements and their accompanying footnotes. By 
examining the company’s materials, students were able to grasp the concept of persistent 
income, a vitally important metric investors, creditors, and lenders use to efficiently 
allocate resources. Why is it so vital? Because persistent income is consistent and 
reliable; resource providers (namely creditors, investors, and lenders) favor companies 
with strong persistent income because it minimizes their own risk. By demonstrating the 
persistency of an income source, a company is also demonstrating their own stability.  
 The specific questions we were asked to answer dove into both concepts and 
applications, testing the class’ knowledge of financial statement classifications, 
requirements, and content while applying that knowledge to Molson Coors Brewing 
Company’s own statements. Gaining experience interpreting financial statement info, as 
well as possessing a broad knowledge of the content contained within these statements, 
will be vital as we enter the work force. These skills are tangible and relevant; it is very 
likely that, sometime in the future, a future employer may ask a question pertaining to a 
company’s income statement. Having experience in that area, and actual case experience 
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at that, will help differentiate members of our class from the rest of our employment 
competition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 XXIX 
Questions and Answers 
A) What are the major classifications on an income statement? 
a. Income statements classify items according to their ability to predict future 
cash flows. Accordingly, the two major classifications on a company’s 
income statement will be “Continuing Operations” and “Non-Continuing 
Operations”. In this context, continuing operations are items the firm 
expects to recur in the future. Continuing expenses can be split further into 
two sub-classifications: operating activities and non-operating activities. 
Operating activities include items central to the company’s operations, 
such as sales revenue or store rent; non-operating activities are not central 
to the company’s operations. 
 
B) Explain why, under U.S. GAAP, companies are required to provide 
“classified” income statements. 
a. GAAP requires U.S. companies to provide “classified” income statements 
in order to better facilitate understanding among investors, creditors, and 
lenders. Income statements are provided to these interested parties so that 
the parties can make decisions about providing resources to the company. 
By classifying items on the income statement, information about current 
and future cash flows is easier to understand and resources can be 
allocated most efficiently. 
 
C) In general, why might financial statement users be interested in a measure of 
persistent income? 
a. Persistent earnings are important to financial statement users because they 
offer a glimpse at a company’s consistency. Users want to know the 
minimum, consistent income a company will earn per period because it 
helps identify the strength of the company’s income sources. Stable 
companies have strong persistent income. This, in turn, signals to creditors 
and lenders that the company has a promising future built on steady 
income sources.  
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D) Define comprehensive income and discuss how it differs from net income. 
a. Comprehensive income is composed of all changes in equity during a 
period except those resulting from investments by owners and 
distributions to owners. In this case, comprehensive income differs from 
net income in that it includes other comprehensive income. Other 
comprehensive income includes all non-owner changes in equity not 
included on the income statement. These can include unrealized gains and 
losses, foreign currency transactions, gains or losses on pension plans, etc. 
 
E) The income statement reports “Sales” and “Net sales.” What is the 
difference? Why does Molson Coors report these two items separately? 
a. “Sales” includes excise taxes, or the taxes collected from customers and 
remitted to tax authorities. Net sales are calculated by subtracting excise 
taxes from sales. Molson Coors Brewing Company reports these items 
separately to increase the financial statements’ clarity and facilitate user 
understanding. If they failed to differentiate the two, there could be 
internal or external confusion as to what their true “sales” were. Failing to 
subtract excise taxes or reporting “sales” as “net sales” would also skew 
Molson Coors’ profit margin. 
 
F) Consider the income statement item “Special items, net” and information in 
Notes 1 and 8. 
a. In general, what types of items does Molson Coors include in this line 
item? 
For the Molson Coors Brewing Company, special items generally 
include unusual items that are not a part of their core operations. 
These revenues, gains, expenses, and losses are assumed to be non-
recurring. Examples include charges for, among others, 
restructuring, asset-abandonment, and termination. 
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b. Explain why the company reports these on a separate line item rather than 
including them with another expense item. Molson Coors classifies these 
special items as operating expenses. Do you concur with this 
classification? Explain. 
Molson Coors Brewing Companies may have chosen to include 
special items as a separate line item to enhance comparability with 
past income statements. Since these items are not expected to 
repeat and are generally unusual, they are reported separately. This 
enhances users’ understandings of the company; one would not 
want to mislead potential investors into thinking special items are 
frequent expenses. With that said, there can be a darker side to 
including special items as their own expense item. Companies, 
possibly Molson Coors Brewing Company, may include expenses 
as special items to mask their existence to potential investors.  
 
I agree with Molson’s classification of their special items as an 
operating expense. The individual expenses, revenues, gains, and 
losses are all tied to operating activities. For example, in 2012 
Molson Coors Brewing Company recognized an asset 
abandonment charge related to packaging used in the UK. While 
irregular, the charge was still tied to sales activities and thus should 
be included with operating expenses.  
 
G)  Consider the income statement item “Other income (expense), net” and the 
information in Note 6. What is the distinction between “Other income 
(expense), net” which is classified a non-operating expense, and “Special 
items, net” which Molson Coors classifies as operating expenses? 
a. Other income (expense) differs from special items in that other income 
(expense) pertains to expenses that may not relate to Molson Coors 
Brewing Company’s main operating activities (brewing beer) but may 
recur in the future. Special items generally include items that will not 
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recur (in the business’ mind) but may or may not be a part of Molson 
Coors Brewing Company’s operating activities. 
 
H) Refer to the statement of comprehensive income. 
a. What is the amount of comprehensive income in 2013? How does this 
amount compare to net income in 2013? 
Molson Coors Brewing Company’s comprehensive income was 
$765,400,000 in 2013. This is significantly more than Company’s 2013 
net income of $572,500,000. Both of these figures include gains and 
losses attributable to non-controlling interests. 
b.  What accounts for the difference between net income and comprehensive 
income in 2013? In your own words, how are the items included in Molson 
Coors’ comprehensive income related? 
Comprehensive income includes net income as well as other 
comprehensive income, comprised of items that affect stockholders’ 
equity without showing up on the income statement. For Molson 
Coors Brewing Company, these items include foreign currency 
transactions, unrealized gains and losses on accounts, pension plan 
related charges and gains, amortization, and unconsolidated 
subsidiaries’ other comprehensive income. Why are these items 
considered other comprehensive income? First off, these items are 
classified under “dirty surplus”. FASB does not require these items 
to flow through the income statement. These accounts help measure 
the subtle changes in owner’s equity that will not show up on the 
income statement. 
  
J)  What is Molson Coors’ effective tax rate in 2013? 
a) Effective tax rate = Income Tax Expense / Pre-Tax Income 
   $84,000,000 / $654,500,000 = 12.8% 
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 XXXIV 
Project Overview 
 This project focused heavily on accounts receivable and the various accounts 
related to it. Given a company’s financial statements (in this case the company was 
Pearson PLC), students were tasked with answering a variety of accounts receivable 
related questions. After some broad concept questions at the beginning of the assignment, 
the questions dove deeper into the statements themselves and the numbers contained 
within them. 
This assignment concluded with students producing T-Charts for both “allowance 
for doubtful accounts” and “allowance for sales returns and allowances” as well as a T-
Chart for gross accounts receivable. These exercises illustrated how the various accounts 
are intertwined and how a change in one account can profoundly affect the balance in 
another. 
 Another area of emphasis throughout this project, students were introduced to 
various European account names during this project. Trade receivables, provisions, and 
movements were just of few of the terms covered. Why was this important to the project?  
 As the world continues to grow and technology continues to advance, people are 
becoming more and more interconnected. 50 years ago, a video chat with someone in 
Asia would have been out of the question. Now? No one would think twice. That’s the 
direction everyone and everything in the world is moving. And that has very real 
implications for the fields of business and accounting. No longer will American 
accountants only need to possess knowledge of American practices, terms, and standards. 
Now, a broad worldview is required. Accountants must be agile and able to shift quickly 
between European and American terminology, GAAP, and various other cultural 
differences. 
 This project was all about preparing the class for their respective careers in 
accounting. Getting acquainted with the ins and outs of accounts receivable, as well as a 
taste of European terminology, will prove invaluable as students progress through their 
job paths. But that knowledge is not limited solely to the field of accounting. Possessing 
knowledge of European accounting terminology and having a functional understanding of 
the way various accounts affect gross accounts receivable, can help business owners and 
managers better run their companies. The applications are endless. 
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Questions and Answers 
A) What is an account receivable? What other names does this asset go by? 
a) Accounts receivable represents promises from the purchaser to the seller to pay 
for goods or services. It is a current asset. Other names for accounts receivable 
include trade receivables and receivables. 
 
B) How do accounts receivable differ from notes receivable? 
a) Accounts receivable are typically oral promises and notes receivable are 
written promises. Notes receivable have terms that accompany the note whereas 
accounts receivable refers to a less structured agreement. Notes receivable are 
typically, but not always, longer term as well. 
 
C) What is a contra account? What two contra accounts are associated with 
Pearson’s trade receivables? What types of activities are captured in each of these 
contra accounts? Describe factors that managers might consider when deciding how 
to estimate the balance in each of these contra accounts. 
a) Contra accounts are accounts that decrease their paired account. Examples 
include contra-revenue accounts (discounts on bonds payable) and contra-asset 
accounts (allowance for doubtful accounts). Pearson PLC associates provisions 
for bad and doubtful debts as well as anticipated future sales returns with trade 
receivables. These items help the company capture and predict future sales returns 
(reflecting a more accurate sales figure) and potential future bad debts (providing 
a more accurate balance sheet). These figures are often calculated based on a 
number of factors, a few of which include historical precedent, balance sheet 
accounts, and risk analysis calculations. 
 
D) Two commonly used approaches for estimating uncollectible accounts receivable 
are the percentage of-sales procedure and the aging-of-accounts procedure. Briefly 
describe these two approaches. What information do managers need to determine 
the activity and final account balance under each approach? Which of the two 
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approaches do you think results in a more accurate estimate of net accounts 
receivable? 
a) The percentage-of sales method for estimating uncollectible accounts relies on 
allocating a portion of credit sales as uncollectible based on a historically 
provided percentage. The aging-of-accounts method, on the other hand, applies a 
different percentage of doubt to accounts receivable based on a pre-determined 
aging schedule. I think the aging-of-accounts method provides a more accurate 
estimate of bad debt because it factors in the age of the debt, something relevant 
the percentage-of-sales method fails to account for. 
 
E) If Pearson anticipates that some accounts will be uncollectible, why did the 
company extend credit to those customers in the first place? Discuss the risks that 
managers must consider with respect to accounts receivable. 
a) No credit is ever risk free. Pearson relies on making enough sales on credit, and 
collecting enough interest on those sales, to offset the risk they take by making 
sales on credit. Risk factors that managers must take into account before 
providing credit include credit score, historical precedent with the company, 
location and region-based factors, and the customer’s persistent income and 
current ratio. 
 
F) Note 22 reports the balance in Pearson’s provision for bad and doubtful debts 
(for trade receivables) and reports the account activity (“movements”) during the 
year ended December 31, 2009. Note that Pearson refers to the trade receivables 
contra account as a “provision.” Under U.S. GAAP, the receivables contra account 
is typically referred to as an “allowance” while the term provision is used to 
describe the current-period income statement charge for uncollectible accounts (also 
known as bad debt expense). 
a) Use the information in Note 22 to complete a T-account that shows the activity 
in the provision for bad and doubtful debts account during the year. Explain, in 
your own words, the line items that reconcile the change in account during 2009. 
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Allowance for Doubtful Accounts  
 
    
 $        
72,000,000.00     Beginning Balance  
 
 $           
5,000,000.00  
  
1) This line item accounts for changes due to 
exchange rates  
 
  
 $        
26,000,000.00  
 
2) This line item accounts for the original bad 
debt expense estimate  
 
 $        
20,000,000.00  
  
3) This line item represents the amount of 
allowance for bad and doubtful debts used  
 
  
 $           
3,000,000.00  
 
4)  This is the bad debt expense acquired 
through a merger with another company  
    
 $        
76,000,000.00     Ending balance  
 
  
 
b) Prepare the journal entries that Pearson recorded during 2009 to capture 1) 
bad and doubtful debts expense for 2009 (that is, the “income statement 
movements”) and 2) the write-off of accounts receivable (that is, the amount 
“utilized”) during 2009. For each account in your journal entries, note whether 
the account is a balance sheet or income statement account. 
 
1) Bad Debt Expense (Income Statement) $26,000,000 
 Allowance for Doubtful Accounts (Balance Sheet) $26,000,000 
2) Allowance for Doubtful Accounts  $20,000,000 
Accounts Receivable (Balance Sheet)  $20,000,000 
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c) Where in the income statement is the provision for bad and doubtful debts 
expense included? 
It shows up as an operating expense. 
 
 
 
G) Note 22 reports that the balance in Pearson’s provision for sales returns was 
£372 at December 31, 2008 and £354 at December 31, 2009. Under U.S. GAAP, this 
contra account is typically referred to as an “allowance” and reflects the company’s 
anticipated sales returns. 
a) Complete a T-account that shows the activity in the provision for sales returns 
account during the year. Assume that Pearson estimated that returns relating to 
2009 Sales to be £425 million. In reconciling the change in the account, two types 
of journal entries are required, one to record the estimated sales returns for the 
period and one to record the amount of actual book returns. 
 
Provision for Sales Returns  
 
     $      372,000,000.00     Beginning Balance  
 
   $      425,000,000.00  
 
1) This line item accounts for Pearson's 
estimate for Sales Returns  
 
 $      443,000,000.00  
  
2) This line item reconciles the actual 
sales returns for the year  
     $      354,000,000.00     Ending balance  
 
b) Prepare the journal entries that Pearson recorded during 2009 to capture, 1) 
the 2009 estimated sales returns and 2) the amount of actual book returns during 
2009. In your answer, note whether each account in the journal entries is a 
balance sheet or income statement account. 
  
1) Sales Returns and Allowances (Income Statement) $425,000,000 
Allowance for Sale Returns and Allowance (Balance Sheet) $425,000,000 
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2) Allowance for Sales Returns and Allowances (Balance Sheet) $443,000,000 
Accounts Receivable       $443,000,000 
 
c) In which income statement line item does the amount of 2009 estimated sales 
returns appear? 
Sales returns show up in net sales on the income statement. 
 
H)  Create a T-account for total or gross trade receivables (that is, trade receivables 
before deducting the provision for bad and doubtful debts and the provision for 
sales returns). Analyze the change in this T-account between December 31, 2008 and 
2009. (Hint: your solution to parts f and g will be useful here). Assume that all sales 
in 2009 were on account. That is, they are all “credit sales.” You may also assume 
that there were no changes to the account due to business combinations or foreign 
exchange rate changes. Prepare the journal entries to record the sales on account 
and accounts receivable collection activity in this account during the year. 
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 XLI 
Project Overview 
This case focused on various accounts and transactions related to and involving 
property, plant, and equipment (commonly referred to as PPE). In order to gain an 
understanding of PPE-classified assets, students were presented with selected financial 
statements and notes from a company known as Palfinger AG. This company 
manufactures cranes and a variety of other “loading and handling solutions”. Implicitly, 
the company is heavily involved in the area of PPE due to their extensive manufacturing 
facilities. 
Once given the case information, students were first tasked with understanding, at 
a conceptual level, Palfinger AG’s specific interactions with property, plant, and 
equipment assets. Using the financial statements and notes, students gradually gained an 
understanding of the way Palfinger AG recorded their acquisitions and disposals of PPE. 
The case also touched on prepayments and assets under construction, a category of type 
of PPE in which the asset has not been placed into operation, as well as methods of 
depreciation. 
A unique aspect of this case was Palfinger AG’s location; the company is 
headquartered in Bergheim, Austria. As such, a few account names differed from 
traditional, American terminology. Additionally, the company’s statements were listed in 
Euros instead of US Dollars. 
This case offered students a glimpse into the real-life world of multinational 
accounting. Dealing with companies based overseas presents a unique set of challenges 
that modern accountants must prepare for. The same can be said of the ever-evolving 
world of property, plant, and equipment assets. Domestic and international accounting 
standards are constantly changing, and PPE assets are often included in these changes. 
Obtaining a working knowledge of PPE treatment, as well as some specific methods for 
acquiring and disposing of these types of assets, will prove valuable as students enter 
their careers in public accounting.  
Herein lies the strength of these cases: they provide actual, tangible experience to 
students before they enter the field. They give students a leg up on the competition and in 
today’s incredibly competitive job markets, a case such as this could make all the 
difference. 
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Questions and Answers 
A. Based on the description of Palfinger above, what sort of property and 
equipment do you think the company has? 
a. Based on the information provided in the company’s description, Palfinger 
AG manufactures cranes and a variety of other loading solutions. With this 
in mind, it seems reasonable to assume Palfinger AG owns a large amount 
of land on which to manufacture their loading solutions and probably also 
owns a decently sized warehouse to protect the production process. Along 
these lines, the company probably also owns trucks and intra-facility 
vehicles to assist in the manufacturing process as well as to ship the goods 
out once completed. This makes Palfinger AG and prime example of a 
company with many PPE assets that must be properly acquired, tracked, 
and depreciated throughout their useful life. 
 
B. The 2007 balance sheet shows property, plant, and equipment of €149,990. 
What does this number represent? 
a. That number represents the current value of Palfinger AG’s property, 
plant, and equipment. Since the balance sheet is listed in thousands of 
Euros, the number specifically represents a property, plant, and equipment 
account with a value of €149,990,000. This category of asset is often held 
for long periods of time and cannot be easily liquidated. Additionally, 
these assets, with the exclusive exception of land, is typically depreciated 
over the useful life of the asset. Generally speaking, PPE is utilized during 
the production process but does not end up as part of finished goods.  
 
C. What types of equipment does Palfinger report in notes to the financial 
statements? 
a. The company reports three types of property, plant, and equipment on its 
balance sheet. These categories include buildings (and investments in 
buildings), plant and machinery, and fixtures/fittings/equipment. These 
three categories are distinguished based on function and functional life. 
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Buildings are, according to Palfinger AG’s supplementary notes, expected 
to stay on the books for 8-50 years. Buildings are expected to have the 
longest life of Palfinger AG’s PPE. Plants and machinery have expected 
lives of 3-15 years while the fixture/fittings/equipment category has an 
even shorter expected useful life of 3-10 years. These three categories, 
together, compose the property, plant, and equipment assets. 
 
D. In the notes, Palfinger reports “Prepayments and assets under construction.” 
What does this subaccount represent? Why does this account have no 
accumulated depreciation? Explain the reclassification of €14,958 in this 
account during 2007. 
a. The "Prepayments and assets under construction” account represent assets 
that the company, in this case Palfinger AG, claims ownership of but 
cannot yet reap benefits from. Specifically, prepayments refer to assets the 
company has paid for but not received from an external source while 
assets under construction are assets that Palfinger AG is producing in-
house. The account, used to help classify debits to clearing and 
production-in-progress accounts, helps management visualize inputs to the 
production process (i.e. labor and cash inflows) without fully realizing the 
asset. This account has no depreciation attached to it because the company 
has not taken ownership of the assets yet. Palfinger cannot depreciate 
assets until the assets are available for use, a point they make in the Notes 
to Consolidated Statements section. The reclassification of €14,958 in 
2007 refers to assets that were on the books in 2006 as under construction 
and prepaid assets and then “reclassified” to operational assets in 2007. It 
can be assumed that this reclassification refers to prepayments that were 
delivered and in-house assets that were finished and placed into operation 
in 2007. 
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E. How does Palfinger depreciate its property and equipment? Does this policy 
seem reasonable? Explain the trade-offs management makes in choosing a 
depreciation policy. 
a. Palfinger AG uses the straight-line method to calculate depreciation. In 
their situation, the choice makes sense; it is fair to assume PPE used in the 
production of cranes and lifting material will be used roughly the same 
amount per year over the life of the PPE. Thus, it stands to reason that 
Palfinger AG should allocate an equal depreciation expense every year for 
its PPE. With that said, there are advantages and disadvantages to their 
choice. While the method does allocate depreciation evenly throughout the 
life of the PPE, this assumption could be refined if Palfinger AG switched 
to a units-of-production method. In this method, depreciation is not based 
on time, but units produced. This would help Palfinger AG analyze 
exactly how much depreciation to allocate per usage. However, even this 
method could have drawbacks; crane production is about quality and not 
necessarily quantity. Not every crane is built the same and the production 
process may not be uniformly distributed on a year-to-year basis. Thus, 
allocating identical depreciation costs to each crane may not be ideal in 
their situation.  
 
F. Palfinger routinely opts to perform major renovations and value-enhancing 
modifications to equipment and buildings rather than buy new assets. How 
does Palfinger treat these expenditures? What is the alternative accounting 
treatment? 
a. Palfinger AG treats these major renovations and value-enhancing 
modifications as additional capitalization. In other words, the company is 
adding additional value to their existing PPE while allocating a separate 
depreciation expense to the capital improvements. The other method for 
treating major renovations and value-enhancing modifications is to 
decrease an asset’s existing depreciation expense. While both methods 
achieve the same end result, their mechanisms are significantly different.  
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G.  Use the information in the financial statement notes to analyze the activity in 
the “Property, plant and equipment” and “Accumulated depreciation and 
impairment” accounts for 2007. Determine the following amounts: 
a. The purchase of new property, plant and equipment in fiscal 2007 
Palfinger AG added €61,144 of PPE in 2007. They acquired this 
property, plant, and equipment throughout the 2007 fiscal year. 
b. Government grants for purchases of new property, plant and equipment in 
2007. Explain what these grants are and why they are deducted from the 
property, plant, and equipment account. 
Palfinger AG received €733,000 of government grants for PPE in 
2007. These grants were allocated by the Austrian government in 
2007 and distributed as asset grants. They are treated as contra-
assets to better reflect the fair value of the PPE assets. Since the 
PPE should be valued at the price the assets are worth to the 
company, treating the government grants as contra-assets makes 
financial sense in an effort to improve transparency for creditors, 
lenders, and investors. 
c. Depreciation expense for fiscal 2007 
Palfinger AG recognized €12,557,000 of depreciation expense in 
2007. This expense was calculated via the straight-line method. 
d. The net book value of property, plant, and equipment that Palfinger 
disposed of in fiscal 2007. 
Palfinger AG disposed of equipment worth €1,051,000 of 
realizable value in 2007. This is equipment the company no longer 
claims and can no longer utilize in operations. 
 
H. The statement of cash flows (not presented) reports that Palfinger received 
proceeds on the sale of property, plant, and equipment amounting to €1,655 
in fiscal 2007. Calculate the gain or loss that Palfinger incurred on this 
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transaction. Hint: use the net book value you calculated in part g iv, above. 
Explain what this gain or loss represents in economic terms. 
a. Palfinger AG recorded a gain of €154,000 on the sale of PPE in 2007. In 
economic terms, this means Palfinger AG sold the equipment for €154,000 
more than the equipment was expected to net. This number was calculated 
by taking Palfinger AG’s total disposals for 2007 (€13,799,000) and 
subtracting disposals of depreciation (€12,298,000) and then subtracting 
proceeds of €1,655,000 from that amount. This results in the gain of 
€154,00. Property, plant, and equipment are always valued at net of 
depreciation which explains why the disposal of PPE assets would include 
a disposal of depreciation as well. The resulting gain could be due to an 
error in depreciation calculation, an overpaying purchaser, or higher-than-
expected inflation for the period in question. 
 
I. Consider the €10,673 added to “Other plant, fixtures, fittings, and 
equipment” during fiscal 2007. Assume that these net assets have an expected 
useful life of five years and a salvage value of €1,273. Prepare a table showing 
the depreciation expense and net book value of this equipment over its 
expected life assuming that Palfinger recorded a full year of depreciation in 
2007 and the company uses: 
a. Straight-line depreciation (depreciation spread equally over the asset’s 
useful life) 
  
Straight-Line Depreciation 
 Depreciation Expense Net Book Value 
2007 €1,880.00 €8,793.00 
2008 €1,880.00 €6,913.00 
2009 €1,880.00 €5,033.00 
2010 €1,880.00 €3,153.00 
2011 €1,880.00 €1,273.00 
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b. Double-declining balance (depreciation weighted more heavily towards 
the early portions of asset’s life) 
  
Double-Declining-Balance Depreciation 
 Depreciation Expense Net Book Value 
2007 €4,269.20 €6,403.80 
2008 €2,561.52 €3,842.28 
2009 €1,536.91 €2,305.37 
2010 €922.15 €1,383.22 
2011 €110.22 €1,273.00 
 
 
J.   Assume that the equipment from part i. was sold on the first day of fiscal 
2008 for proceeds of €7,500. Assume that Palfinger’s accounting policy is to 
take no depreciation in the year of sale. 
a. Calculate any gain or loss on this transaction assuming that the company 
used straight-line depreciation. What is the total income statement impact 
of the equipment for the two years that Palfinger owned it? Consider the 
gain or loss on disposal as well as the total depreciation recorded on the 
equipment (i.e. the amount from part i. i.). 
Assuming Palfinger AG sold the equipment for €7,500 on the first 
day of fiscal 2008, the equipment’s book value (assuming 
Palfinger AG used the straight-line depreciation method in this 
instance) would have been €8,793 at the time of the sale. 
Therefore, Palfinger would have recorded a €1,293 loss on 
disposal of the equipment. In terms of income statement impacts, 
the disposal of the equipment would have netted a €1,293 loss in 
the non-operating section. Palfinger AG would have also recorded 
one year of depreciation expense in the operating section, this time 
for €1,880. 
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b. Calculate any gain or loss on this transaction assuming the company used 
double-declining balance depreciation. What is the total income statement 
impact of this equipment for the two years that Palfinger owned them? 
Consider the gain or loss on disposal as well as the total depreciation 
recorded on the equipment (i.e. the amount from part i. ii.). 
Assuming Palfinger AG sold the equipment for €7,500 on the first 
day of fiscal 2008, the equipment’s book value (assuming 
Palfinger AG used the double-declining balance depreciation 
method this time) would have been €6,403.80 at the time of the 
sale. Netting the two together, Palfinger AG would have recorded a 
€1,096.20 gain on disposal. This would show up in the non-
operating section of Palfinger AG’s income statement as a gain on 
disposal. Additionally, at the end of fiscal 2007, Palfinger AG 
would have recorded a €4,269.20 depreciation expense in the 
operating expenses portion of their multi-step income statement. 
c. Compare the total two-year income statement impact of the equipment 
under the two depreciation policies. Comment on the difference.  
The differences in depreciation expense, as well as the disparity 
between disposal gains and losses, illustrate the benefits and 
detriments of each depreciation method. With that said, it is 
interesting to note that the overall effect on net income is the same. 
Each depreciation method yields a -€3,173 effect on net income. 
But the difference lies in where the bulk of that -€3,173 ends up in 
the statement. If a company wants to preserve its operating income 
and “hide” the loss somewhere else, they should use straight-line. 
This allows them to record a much smaller depreciation expense in 
their operating section while sending the remainder of the net 
income effect to the non-operating section. This could potentially 
look better to investors, creditors, and lenders. On the other hand, 
the double-declining balance method allocates a much larger 
depreciation expense to the operating section. Therefore, if an asset 
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is likely to get disposed of before running out of useful years, it 
may make sense to minimize early depreciation expenses via the 
straight-line method. 
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Project Overview 
 For this case, students were presented with a set of case documents pertaining to 
Volvo Group and the various costs and expenses associated with their research and 
development operations. Volvo, a supplier and manufacturer of vehicles and vehicular 
components, allocates a large sum of money for their research and development 
operations in order to stay ahead of an increasingly competitive market. As such, the way 
this company records and recognizes these expenses can hold great relevance to 
investors, creditors, and lenders looking to gain insight into the company’s activities. 
 The case was split into three section, each relating to Volvo’s research and 
development costs. The first section addressed the topic on a conceptual level. Students 
were asked questions pertaining to Volvo’s handling of research and development costs 
and the company’s adherence to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 
 This particular case was unique in the sense that Volvo is a Swedish company 
and, as a result, students were required to utilize non-GAAP standards (in this case, 
IFRS). Additionally, students were not able to use United States dollars and instead dealt 
with Swedish Krona. These peculiarities added additional layers of complexity to the 
case. 
 For the second section, students transitioned to examining the case files’ financial 
statements and supplementary notes. Specifically, they were tasked with finding pieces of 
information (relating to research and development expenses) buried within the 
information provided. Once complete, the students moved onto the third phase of the case 
and were the given additional data relating to an industry competitor. With this, they 
calculated various ratios and analyzed Volvo’s research and development spending in 
comparison to a separate company. 
 As with most exercises in accounting analysis, the goal of this case was to prepare 
students for the real world in ways typical classwork and assignments cannot. Once 
students attain jobs in the accounting profession and field of their choice, tasks and 
projects will not always be as simple and concise as textbooks would lead students to 
believe. The real world is messy, and full of peculiarities. This case emphasized that 
notion by providing students with IFRS experience and exposure to the Swedish Krona. 
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Additionally, this case did not lay the necessary information out cleanly; rather, students 
were forced to dive deep into the financial statements to seek out their answers. 
 On a more analytical level, students were also tasked with comparing two 
companies’ research and development to net sales ratios. In doing so, they formulated 
evaluations based off nothing more than supplied financial statements. Upon entry into 
the accounting field, this type of activity is common for modern accountants and provides 
important information to potential creditors, investors, and lenders. Each step of this case, 
from conceptual knowledge to analysis, gave students an opportunity to gain real-world 
experience. This experience could, and probably will, prove invaluable as students look 
to jumpstart their careers in the next few years 
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Questions and Answers 
A. The 2009 income statement shows research and development expenses of 
SEK 13,193 (millions of Swedish Krona). What types of costs are likely 
included in these amounts? 
a. Volvo, a major supplier of vehicle and vehicular components, allocates 
significant research and development costs to an aptly named “research 
and development expenses” account. With the company’s background in 
mind, combined with information from the provided supplementary case 
material, it seems fair to assume these expenses derive from activities that 
contribute to the research and development of new vehicles and 
components. Some of these activities may include preliminary research, 
model production and testing, data analysis, product testing, and various 
costs associated with different phases of software development. Included 
in these costs are the labor expenses allocated to these projects and the 
corresponding material expenses that accompany the production of assets. 
Now, it is important to note that not all research and development costs are 
expensed. As will be discussed in depth later in this project, Volvo 
capitalizes certain development costs “if such expenditures with a high 
degree of certainty will result in future financial benefits for the 
company,” according to the case notes. 
 
B. Volvo Group follows IAS 38—Intangible Assets, to account for its research 
and development expenditures (see IAS 38 excerpts at the end of this case). 
As such, the company capitalizes certain R&D costs and expenses others. 
What factors does Volvo Group consider as it decides which R&D costs to 
capitalize and which to expense? 
a. Pursuant to the language set forth in IAS 38-Intangible Assets, Volvo must 
assess a number of criteria and factors before capitalizing a research and 
development cost as an asset. First and foremost, Volvo must determine 
whether an expense is related to research or development. This distinction 
is important because of the second factor Volvo must consider: whether 
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the costs “will result in future financial benefits for the company”, 
according to the case notes. Research costs, often (if not always) found in 
the preliminary stage of the project, are difficult to match with future 
financial benefits. Reason being, research is often difficult to place in 
specific “boxes” without projects overlapping each other. With that said, if 
a development cost (according to the case: an expense associated with the 
industrialization phase of a product’s development that has already 
demonstrated technical functionality) can be reasonably linked with future 
economic benefits, and those benefits are estimable and clearly 
distinguished from those provided by other research and development 
expenses, then Volvo may capitalize it. 
 
C. The R&D costs that Volvo Group capitalizes each period (labeled Product 
and software development costs) are amortized in subsequent periods, 
similar to other capital assets such as property and equipment. Notes to 
Volvo’s financial statements disclose that capitalized product and software 
development costs are amortized over three to eight years. What factors 
would the company consider in determining the amortization period for 
particular costs? 
a. In considering the amortization period for a particular development cost, 
one must consider the resulting product’s useful life. Volvo is no 
exception; their amortization expenses are, as a result, distributed across 
the resulting product’s useful life. But how does Volvo go about 
determining the useful life of their products and software? With Volvo’s 
research and development cost amortization criteria in mind, it can be 
reasonably assumed that the company defines useful life, in this specific 
case, as the period from which they expect to receive future economic 
benefits. This assumption lines up with common sense knowledge about 
products and software; in today’s fast-paced market, products are often 
considered “obsolete” after a few years. Additional provisions that Volvo 
must consider, according to Kieso, Weygandt, and Warfield’s 
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Intermediate Accounting 16th Edition, include legal limits to useful life, 
related assets’ useful lives, and -most importantly- the effect of 
obsolescence. In the vehicle market, obsolescence strikes quickly. Thus, 
Volvo amortizes these development costs over the resulting products and 
software’s useful lives as determined by the period in which they can sell 
the products and software on the market (reaping economic gain) before 
they are considered obsolete. 
 
D.  Under U.S. GAAP, companies must expense all R&D costs. In your opinion, 
which accounting principle (IFRS or U.S. GAAP) provides financial 
statements that better reflect costs and benefits of periodic R&D spending? 
a. I feel the U.S. GAAP method of expensing all research and development 
costs better reflects the costs and benefits of research and development 
spending. The U.S. GAAP method takes human judgement out of the 
equation; by eliminating the need for accountants to evaluate which 
developmental costs are tied to a potential product’s future economic 
benefits, companies are on a level playing field. Research and 
development costs, in the U.S. model, are reflected uniformly across every 
company that follows GAAP. This enhances comparability between 
companies and provides the best possible information to creditors, lenders, 
and investors. Under the IFRS system, I feel there is simply too much of a 
grey area. If one company, under the IFRS system, capitalizes research 
and development costs far more liberally than another company in the 
same market, comparisons between the two companies lose value. 
Therefore, the GAAP system of expensing all research and development 
costs provides a better, more uniform reflection of the costs and benefits 
associated with research and development spending. 
 
E. Refer to footnote 14 where Volvo reports an intangible asset for “Product 
and software development.” Assume that the product and software 
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development costs reported in footnote 14 are the only R&D costs that Volvo 
capitalizes. 
a. What is the amount of the capitalized product and software development 
costs, net of accumulated amortization at the end of fiscal 2009? Which 
line item on Volvo Group’s balance sheet reports this intangible asset? 
The total amount of capitalized development costs, net of 
accumulated amortization, on Volvo’s books at the end of fiscal 
year 2009 is SEK 11,409. This number takes the total value of 
Volvo’s product and software development (intangible asset = 
SEK 25,148) and subtracts the appropriate amortization on those 
intangible assets (SEK 13,739). This number is reported as part of 
the “Intangible assets” line of the balance sheet, which points 
specifically to Note 14 for additional information. 
b. Create a T-account for the intangible asset “Product and software 
development,” net of accumulated amortization. Enter the opening and 
ending balances for fiscal 2009. Show entries in the T-account that record 
the 2009 capitalization (capital expenditures) and amortization. To 
simplify the analysis, group all other account activity during the year and 
report the net impact as one entry in the T-account. 
2009 Product and software development, net of accumulated 
amortization 
 
Beginning Balance SEK 12,381  
Capitalization, 2009 SEK 2,602  
Amortization, 2009  SEK 3,126 
Adjustment, 2009  SEK 448 
Ending Balance SEK 11,409  
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F. Refer to Volvo’s balance sheet, footnotes, and the eleven-year summary. 
Assume that the product and software development costs reported in 
footnote 14 are the only R&D costs that Volvo capitalizes. 
a. Complete the table below for Volvo’s Product and software development 
intangible asset. 
(in SEK millions) 2007 2008 2009 
1) Product and 
software 
development costs 
capitalized during 
the year 
2,057 2,150 2,602 
2) Total R&D 
expense on the 
income statement 
11,059 14,348 13,193 
3) Amortization 
of previously 
capitalized costs 
(including R&D 
expense) 
2,357 2,864 3,126 
4) Total R&D 
costs incurred 
during the year = 
1 + 2 - 3 
10,759 13,634 12,669 
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b. What proportion of Total R&D costs incurred did Volvo Group capitalize 
(as product and software development intangible asset) in each of the 
three years? 
2007: 2,057/10,759= 19.1% 
2008: 2,150/13,634= 15.8% 
2009: 2,602/12,669= 20.5% 
Analysis: The company seems to hover around a capitalization rate 
of between 15-20%, based off data from the preceding periods.  
 
G. Assume that you work as a financial analyst for Volvo Group and would like 
to compare Volvo’s research and development expenditures to a U.S. 
competitor, Navistar International Corporation. Navistar follows U.S. GAAP 
that requires that all research and development costs be expensed in the year 
they are incurred. You gather the following information for Navistar for 
fiscal year end October 31, 2007 through 2009. 
a. Use the information from Volvo’s eleven-year summary to complete the 
following table: 
 
(in SEK 
millions) 
2007 2008 2009 
Net sales, 
industrial 
operations 
276,795 294,932 208,487 
Total assets, 
from balance 
sheet 
321,647 372,419 332,265 
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b. Calculate the proportion of total research and development costs incurred 
to net sales from operations (called, net sales from manufactured 
products, for Navistar) for both firms. How does the proportion compare? 
Navistar 
1. 2007: 375/11,910= 3.1% 
2. 2008: 384/14,399= 2.7% 
3. 2009: 433/11,300= 3.8% 
Volvo 
1. 2007: 11,059/276,795= 4.0% 
2. 2008: 14,348/294,932= 4.9% 
3. 2009: 13,193/208,487= 6.3% 
Analysis: Navistar, a smaller company in terms of total sales, 
maintains a similar proportion of research and development 
spending to net sales in comparison to Volvo. This should be 
expected between same-industry competitors looking to retain (or 
gain) an edge in the market. Volvo, however, appears to be 
increasing their percentage of research and development spending 
to net sales over each of the three years in question. This indicates 
a willingness to invest in future innovation, a commitment that 
could pay dividends in the long-run. 
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Project Overview 
 The goal of this project was to introduce students to some accounting-specific 
programs that they may encounter later in their careers. To accomplish this, students were 
randomly split into groups and each group was assigned a specific program. My group 
was assigned a program known as IDEA, created by the company CaseWare. IDEA is a 
tool that empowers auditors and accountants with data analysis, aggregation, auditing, 
and visualization tools. Once each group was assigned a specific program, they set to 
work picking apart the tool. 
 Students were first tasked with analyzing the tool’s history and purpose. 
Specifically, students attempted to uncover the tool’s functionality and the necessary 
resources to make the tool’s implementation a success. Then, the assignment asked 
students to evaluate the skills needed to use this program. Additionally, students were 
asked how they might acquire these skills themselves. Throughout the duration of this 
project, it was very clear that the project’s intention was to prepare students for their own 
careers. This goal was kept in mind as students advanced to section three, in which 
students were asked to formulate nine different scenarios, within three accounting 
disciplines, where their tool may come in handy.  
 The final portion of this project asked students to write a brief letter to their 
fictional “team”, assuming each student led an accounting team at their firm, explaining 
why they should invest in their program. For IDEA, this was easy. Its powerful data-
extraction capabilities and easy-to-learn script make investment, in my opinion, a no-
brainer. 
 As mentioned before, this project was about preparing students for the future. We, 
as students, are constantly hearing about data analysis and its growing importance in the 
field of accounting. But this project gave us actual, tangible knowledge of a data-analysis 
tool. That is where the value in this project lies; projects such as these prepare students 
for a career in accounting and help set students apart in their future job search. 
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Questions and Answers 
A. Identify the history and purpose of this tool. 
a) CaseWare International Incorporated was founded in 1988 to provide 
solutions for accountants, specifically auditors. Their analytics software, 
IDEA, was created to simplify the way auditors aggregate and analyze 
data while providing previously-unrevealed insights. This software 
integrates data from multiple sources, accepting a wide range of file types, 
and visualizes the data in a clean, understandable manner. Leveraging 
artificial intelligence, IDEA helps prevent “data overload” by parsing out 
unnecessary noise and connecting only data that matter.  
 
On top of these functionalities, IDEA can also detect signs of fraud within 
the data and ensure users are complying with accounting, legal, and 
company-specific standards. The software, downloadable via one of 
CaseWare’s distributors, is compatible with Windows 10 and does not 
require a company-specific server. One of IDEA’s key selling points is its 
ease of use. Once installed, the program will walk users through 
whichever process they wish to complete. CaseWare’s website specifies 
that the software is best used when a problem needs solving; in this case, 
hundreds or even thousands of documents would be uploaded to IDEA 
and the software, once a predetermined task has been specified (perhaps a 
specific auditing test), will analyze and then visualize the required output.  
 
These insights can then be exported in a variety of file formats to the 
user’s local computer system. With IDEA, CaseWare is hoping to simplify 
decisions for client-company executives by lifting the veil of cluttered and 
complicated data clusters. 
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B. What special skills are needed to use this tool to aid in business decision 
making? How might a student like yourself gain those skills? 
a) IDEA is unique in the sense that it does not require users to have any 
previous coding experience. Instead, IDEA requires users to write within 
the program in a language called IDEAScript. CaseWare offers a number 
of on-site, half-day to two-day courses for client companies that wish to 
train their employees. A basic handle on the program can be attained in as 
little as two days while a deeper understanding of IDEA will require a few 
additional days of training. If users prefer web-based training, CaseWare 
provides an internet-based training course complete with a workbook to 
their clients. With that said, IDEA operates a point-and-click interface that 
does not require users to write lines of code.  
 
Ole Miss does not offer an IDEAScript-integrated class, but the software 
is available for a free-trial download via CaseWare’s website. From there, 
the instructional workbook is available online through a variety of 
avenues. Once a student has the software and the instructional workbook, 
CaseWare’s website houses materials and tutorials that may aid students 
and accountants in the acquisition of the material. 
 
C. Create at least three specific scenarios for each category in which the tool 
would lead to more efficiency and/or better effectiveness. 
a) Auditing  
i) Verifying/consolidating messy data 
Picture this: an auditing team arrives at a job site and finds 
data in disarray. To the team’s horror, their client has not 
been practicing proper data collection and storage. The 
client is storing data in a combination of physical and 
digital forms, across a number of locations. Analysis seems 
impossible. Additionally, the audit team leader expresses 
concern as to the validity of some of the client’s records 
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and past financial statements. In order to verify the records’ 
accuracy, all of the clients’ information is uploaded to 
CaseWare’s IDEA software. Thankfully, IDEA can accept 
almost every file type in the world so there is little concern 
for compatibility. Once uploaded, the program immediately 
sets to work aggregating the data and picking out 
similarities. After the program parses through every 
available piece of information, IDEA curates and visualizes 
the data into a number of charts, graphs, and tables which 
help the auditing team verify any possible discrepancies in 
the client’s data. The team can then choose to “drill down” 
into any specific facet of the data and collect further details 
or conduct further auditing tests and verifications. If any 
doubt remains, IDEA’s proprietary sampling tests will 
validate the team’s responses and assure the client of their 
audit’s accuracy. 
ii) Discovering signs of data duplication/manipulation 
Picture this: you, a young auditor, arrive at a client’s 
facility alongside the rest of your team. You have been 
tasked with identifying any anomalies in the client’s 
financial statements. While this client is practicing proper 
data storage and maintenance, the sheer amount of data 
(this company is far bigger than any company you have 
dealt with before) is overwhelming. You find yourself 
wondering “Where do I start?” but you are reluctant to ask 
your boss as you’d like to impress him/her with your self-
sufficiency. Luckily, your firm recently purchased 
CaseWare’s IDEA software. Your team has already sent 
you vast databases full of the client’s data and you can 
upload these directly to IDEA. Once complete, IDEA will 
search through millions of individual pages, searching and 
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recording any compromises in the data’s integrity. As 
mentioned before, IDEA allows users to upload files of any 
type and can even pull numbers directly from PDF’s and 
other non-searchable file types. After IDEA finishes its 
analysis, it compiles a report detailing any 
repeated/duplicated/suspicious data with links to further 
analysis. And with powerful audit tools like fuzzy duplicate 
searches and gap detection, auditors are now, more than 
ever, equipped for the future. 
iii) Tracking team progress 
Picture this: you, the leader of your firm’s audit team for 
Ford Motor Company, arrive at Ford’s headquarters for 
their annual audit. Your team, comprised of a mix of 
veteran auditors and fresh-faced interns, sets to work. As 
team leader, you are responsible for ensuring your team 
works as efficiently and effectively as possible. Thankfully, 
your firm chose to adopt CaseWare’s IDEA software which 
tracks each member of your team’s progress individually 
and assembles that data into a viewable report. Gone are 
the days of wondering which team members were slacking 
off and which were carrying the weight. Now, you can 
view each team members’ contributions by hour, matter, or 
location. 
b)  Tax Planning 
i) Aggregating international data 
Imagine you are the head of a team of tax accountants 
tasked with minimizing a multinational company’s tax 
footprint. The task seems daunting at first- this company 
operates in dozens of companies across the globe- but your 
team is more than capable, thanks to CaseWare’s IDEA 
software. With IDEA, your team members can quickly and 
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easily upload a wide variety of documents to a single, 
centralized location. Once uploaded, the program sets to 
work picking apart the documents, searching for useful 
information to aggregate and visualize. As the head of this 
team, IDEA empowers you to make better choices and 
provide better value to your client company. With IDEA’s 
powerful data extraction and aggregation, you can quickly 
gain insight into the client’s worldwide revenue streams 
and tax obligations. From there, your job only gets easier. 
Within IDEA, you can manipulate financial data by region 
and recommend the proper steps toward minimizing the 
client’s tax obligation while maximizing their bottom line. 
ii) Estimating depreciation expense 
One of the toughest and most subjective aspects of 
accounting is estimating. With few tangible guidelines, 
estimating expenses like depreciation can seem like a shot 
in the dark. Enter CaseWare’s IDEA, a revolutionary 
program that places the power of data at your fingertips. 
Via IDEA’s powerful data aggregation and visualization 
software, users can upload any number of file types and 
IDEA will pull the necessary information out and assemble 
it in a database, all with only a few mouse clicks. This, in 
turn, empowers tax accountants to make smarter decisions 
and more accurate estimates. With IDEA, estimating 
depreciation expenses (on anything from farm equipment to 
a rollerblading rink) is a breeze. Quickly gain access to 
every piece of information pertaining to the entity at once 
thanks to CaseWare’s proprietary data recognition 
software. With every possible piece of information at an 
accountant’s disposal, estimates look a lot less like 
guesswork. 
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iii) Capitalizing interest during a build 
Capitalizing interest during an infrastructure build can be 
tricky and time consuming. With strict rules set by the 
FASB and IASB regarding the amount and timing of 
capitalized interest, it’s easy to get lost in the paperwork. 
Luckily, CaseWare’s IDEA software will keep your 
documentation organized and interest payments recorded, 
all with very little front-end work. Simply upload as many 
documents as you please (IDEA can accept almost every 
file type under the sun) and let the powerful software 
organize and aggregate your data into one, central location. 
Once the data is uploaded, anyone from a team-leader to an 
external auditor can quickly visualize how much interest 
the project is currently sustaining while providing relevant 
timing info. From there, decision-makers can allocate 
interest to various subprojects and capitalize the correct 
amount of interest to the correct project, all in one database. 
With IDEA, the days of switching between dozens of tabs 
and programs are over. 
c)   Financial Statement Analysis / Valuation / Advisory 
i)  Aggregating and manipulating market data 
Accountants in an advisory role have a special duty to their 
clients to provide accurate, relevant data in the most 
efficient ways possible. These trusted consultants are often 
a client’s first line of advice. As such, CaseWare wants to 
empower these clients with the best possible information 
available. Enter IDEA, CaseWare’s powerful data 
aggregation and visualization software. With IDEA, a team 
of consultants can quickly and easily upload a wide variety 
of data, in a variety of formats, to one central location 
where the data is aggregated, and insights are discovered. 
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Consultants will find IDEA especially useful; quickly and 
easily import a client’s prior sales data and overlay it with 
relevant market/real-world trends to explain sales gaps, 
troughs, and peaks. In IDEA, advisory accountants have the 
never-before-seen ability to instantly analyze market data, 
in combination with a client’s proprietary data, and reveal 
important information about the client’s practices. 
ii)  Version-control 
In today’s fast-paced world, business executives want to be 
hands-on with their consulting team’s work. Clients are 
demanding more access to data and decision-making 
processes than ever before. Which is a good thing, until 
someone tampers with an advisory accountant’s data. 
CaseWare’s IDEA software allows for strict version-
control, allowing accountants to grant limited access to 
clients, minimizing the risk of damage or alteration while 
still keeping the client involved. Accountants using IDEA 
the ability to grant different levels of version-control to 
different officers within the client company, all in real time. 
For instance, an accountant could grant the client’s CEO 
complete read-only access to IDEA’s centralized database 
while only granting partial access to lower-level 
employees. With IDEA, accountants are empowered with 
better data integrity. 
iii) Proprietary-function development 
In an advisory role, accountants are often tasked with 
unforeseen jobs and unexpected tasks. As with any 
program, IDEA’s pre-programmed functions are limited. If 
a client wants a function that CaseWare did not include in 
IDEA, one might imagine the accountants are out of luck. 
But not so fast. IDEA includes the versatile “IDEAScript” 
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language, enabling anyone from auditor to programmer to 
write complex functions and client-specific actions with a 
few keyboard-taps. Learning IDEAScript is easy; 
CaseWare offers an entire repertoire of online resources to 
aid in learning, in addition to on-site instruction for large 
user bases. CaseWare’s goal in developing IDEA was to 
empower accountants and auditors to make better decisions 
with better data and that ethos is not lost here. 
IDEAScript’s simple, logical format makes learning the 
language a breeze and writing simple functions possible 
within hours of picking up the program. Now, accountants 
are able to write specific programs with specific functions 
for specific clients, all without leaving their desks. 
 
D. Write a few paragraphs to your future public accounting partner explaining 
why your team should invest in the acquisition of and training in this tool. 
a) In an effort to stay a step ahead of our competitors, I am writing today to 
explain to you why our group should invest in CaseWare’s IDEA 
software. With such a diverse team completing tasks for such a wide 
variety of clients, it may be easy to dismiss this program as too narrow to 
fit our department’s broad goals. But after getting first-hand exposure to 
the software, I am here to reassure you all that IDEA is the future.  
 
Far too often, I am sent emails complaining about a lack of cross-team 
functionality. Too often, one team’s data is not compatible with another 
team’s programs and both teams suffer as a consequence. The days of that 
dilemma are over. CaseWare’s IDEA can handle almost every file type 
under the sun and importing documents to IDEA’s centralized database is 
so easy, our interns could do it. Once the data is uploaded, discovering 
powerful insights is a breeze. The software’s algorithms pick out 
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important data and trends across all documents and reveal them through 
unique, easy-to-read visualizations 
 
Our auditors, for example, would use IDEA’s audit tools, including 
duplicate searches and stratification, to ensure their clients are getting the 
most value for their money. After all, our clients want timeliness and 
accuracy. IDEA empowers our department to provide just that. Tax-
specific accountants could take advantage of IDEA’s aggregation tools to 
pull together vast amounts of data into one, centralized location. From 
there, IDEA can visualize where a client’s business is coming from and 
provide insight as to minimizing the client’s tax footprint.  
 
IDEA will also help our own company’s bottom line. By improving 
efficiency, our department will work fewer overtime hours and we can 
redirect those dollars into research, development, or innovation, keeping 
our company on the industry’s front line. We would also need to hire 
fewer interns and temporary staffers as IDEA can replace many of the 
simple data-input tasks they perform. Herein lies the power of investing in 
IDEA; the software would allow us to redirect funding from lower-level 
employees and menial tasks and allocate it towards market innovation and 
cutting-edge technology. With IDEA, we can start working smarter and 
not harder. 
 
 
INFORMATION FOR THIS CASE STUDY WAS RETRIEVED FROM 
WWW.CASEWARE.COM 
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Project Overview 
 Last week, Dr. Dickinson assigned her class the Rite Aid - Long Term Debt case. 
Contained within this case were Rite Aid’s selected financial statements from 2009 and 
2010, along with extensive notes detailing Rite Aid’s long-term debt. The notes went into 
great depth, describing the secured and unsecured debt as well as various other specifics 
as they pertain to long term debt. Most of Rite Aid’s debt was locked into notes, but a 
few notes were convertible, meaning they were “convertible” into other securities. Rite 
Aid’s convertible notes were convertible to common stock at a rate of $2.59.  
 With this information at their disposal, students set to work deciphering the 
accounting insights hidden within the case. The questions students were tasked with 
answering were split into two categories: concept questions and process questions. The 
concept questions asked students to think about long term debt without diving into 
specific; a high-level viewing of the ins and outs of long-term notes. On the other hand, 
the process section asked students to roll up their sleeves and dive head-first into the 
financial statements, searching for clues to help solve the questions. 
 Dr. Dickinson was very clear with how she wanted her students to analyze their 
findings. She did not want students to simply stop at the answer; no, Dr. Dickinson 
wanted students to go a step further and analyze their answers. She wanted her students to 
not only ask “What?” and “How much?”, but to also ask questions like “How?” and 
“Why?” Specifically, Dr. Dickinson wanted her students to analyze how Rite Aid’s 
various types of debt -- and the entries that accompany the issuance, conversion, and 
retirement of that debt -- affected Rite Aid’s assets, liabilities, equity, and net income. 
 As has been noted before, exercises like these are invaluable for young 
accountancy students. So much of what students are tasked with in their accounting 
classes lacks a real-world connection. Often times, problems on a page are just that: 
problems on a page. But assignments like these cases take learning a step further and 
fully immerse the student in the world of accounting. It gives them a sense of realism and 
a connection to the workforce they will be (hopefully) joining in a few short years. 
 In a more literal sense, students were taught how to properly record and account 
for the issuance and retirement of long-term debt while also acquiring the skills necessary 
to pick that information out of a company’s extensive financial statements. 
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Questions and Answers 
A. Consider the various types of debt described in note 11, Indebtedness and 
Credit Agreement.  
a. Explain the difference between Rite Aid’s secured and unsecured debt. 
Why does Rite Aid distinguish between these two types of debt? 
There are two main types of debt, both of which Rite Aid has: secured 
and unsecured. The vast majority of Rite Aid’s is secured, meaning the 
loan is tied to collateral. Rite Aid uses their accounts receivable, 
among other accounts, as collateral to secure these loans. If Rite Aid 
cannot pay their debt, their creditor has the right to seize whatever 
assets Rite Aid listed as collateral. On the other hand, Rite Aid also 
has a number of unsecured loans resulting in unsecured debt. These 
loans were not made with the promise of collateral. In other words, if 
Rite Aid cannot pay, their creditor generally cannot seize any of Rite 
Aid’s assets unless they take their case to court. Unsecured debt is 
riskier for creditors as there is no guarantee they will recoup their 
initial investment.  
 
Acknowledging this distinction is important for creditors, lenders, and 
investors interesting in providing capital to Rite Aid. By providing 
these interested parties the most complete and accurate information 
pertaining to Rite Aid’s debt, they can most effectively evaluate Rite 
Aid’s creditworthiness. 
 
Debt, both secured and unsecured, will increase a party’s liabilities and 
decrease shareholders’ equity. 
 
b. What does it mean for debt to be “guaranteed”? According to note 11, 
who has provided the guarantee for some of Rite Aid’s unsecured debt?  
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For debt to be “guaranteed”, a third-party must sign a contract 
“guaranteeing” to pay the debt if the debtor defaults or cannot pay. 
Oftentimes, this will involve the third party purchasing the debt 
from the creditor or granting the original debtor another loan to 
cover their first loan. These types of loans are great for the creditor 
-- they get a guarantee on their investment which is invaluable for 
creditors -- but risky for the debtor. There is no way to predict the 
future and unexpected challenges can show up on a business’ 
doorstep at a moment’s notice.  
  
Rite Aid’s guaranteed debt is guaranteed by Rite Aid’s “wholly-
owned subsidiaries. These subsidiaries include such 
pharmaceutical and wellness companies as Rediclinic, Health 
Dialog, and EnvisionRX. If Rite Aid cannot pay their debt, these 
subsidiary companies, owned in full by Rite Aid, will pay Rite 
Aid’s debt. 
 
Guaranteed debt increases a company’s liabilities and decreases 
shareholders’ equity. 
 
c. What is meant by the terms “senior,” “fixed-rate,” and “convertible”? 
These terms -- senior, fixed-rate, and convertible -- all refer to 
specifics of debt issued by Rite Aid. Senior refers to the debt’s 
payoff priority. Rite Aid’s debt, like the debt of any company, is 
assigned priority (or seniority) by the company’s financial 
leadership. Rite Aid must pay off senior debt before other, “junior” 
debt. And if Rite Aid ever filed bankruptcy, they would have to 
pay off the senior debt before handling other debts. Much of Rite-
Aid’s listed debt is assigned “senior” status. 
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The term “fixed-rate” refers to debt that is fixed at a certain interest 
rate, regardless of the market’s current interest rate. This type of 
debt has advantages and disadvantages for both the debtor and 
creditor. The debtor will enjoy the debt’s predictability, as will the 
creditor, but the debtor must also be wary if the market interest rate 
drops below the fixed rate. Likewise, if the market rate rises above 
the debt’s fixed rate, the creditor will lose out and the debtor will 
enjoy a superior rate relative to the market. Rite Aid has one fixed-
rate note on their balance sheet. 
 
Convertible debt takes the form of a liability -- in Rite Aid’s case 
these liabilities are notes -- that the holder can convert into equity. 
Often times, this conversion takes place at the holder. In Rite Aid’s 
case, note-holders can convert the carrying value of their loan into 
common stock, at the price of $2.59 per share, at their disposal. 
Rite Aid has one convertible note on their books with a face rate of 
8.5%. 
 
All three of these specific types of debt will increase a company’s 
liabilities while decreasing shareholders’ equity upon issuance. 
However, convertible debt will increase equity and decrease 
liabilities upon conversion. 
 
d. Speculate as to why Rite Aid has many different types of debt with a range 
of interest rates. 
Debt is inherently risky for companies to take on. There is no 
guarantee that a company will succeed in the future. If a company 
unexpectedly goes under or files for bankruptcy, its debtor 
obligations may remain unfulfilled. Thus, when loaning a company 
money, creditors and investors use the debt’s interest rate to reflect 
their inherent evaluation of the company's creditworthiness. A 
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company’s creditworthiness can vary from quarter-to-quarter and 
its interest rates will reflect this volatility. Additionally, secured 
debt will tend to have “better” interest rates due to the lower risk 
creditors must take on. The same principle applies to guaranteed 
debt. Creditors will likely charge a far lower interest rate if they 
are “guaranteed” to get repaid than if the debt is completely 
unsecured. Thus, a disparity of interest rates between the types of 
debt. At the same time, a company cannot afford to take on 
exclusively-secured debt as any company’s securable assets are 
finite.  A financially-healthy company must strive for a diverse 
profile of debt to manage both quarterly earnings and obligation 
risk.  
  
B. Consider note 11, Indebtedness and Credit Agreement. How much total debt 
does Rite Aid have at February 27, 2010? How much of this is due within the 
coming fiscal year? Reconcile the total debt reported in note 11 with what 
Rite Aid reports on its balance sheet.  
As of February 27th, 2010, Rite Aid is carrying $6,370,899,000 of 
total debt. This figure can be calculated from the balance sheet by 
adding current, long-term, and lease debts. This number is also 
listed under “total debt” in note 11. The reason for this disparity is 
that the liabilities section of the balance sheet includes other, non-
debt liabilities including accounts payable and salaries accrued. It 
is also listed that amount, $51,502,000 is due throughout the fiscal 
year, representing Rite Aid’s currently maturing obligations on 
long term debt. This total shows up on both the balance sheet and 
note 11. 
 
C. Consider the 7.5% senior secured notes due March 2017. 
a. What is the face value (i.e. the principal) of these notes? How do you 
know? 
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The 7.5% senior secured notes issued by Rite Aid have a face 
value of $500,000,000. This is made clear upon inspection of note 
11. Seeing as the note’s value does not change from year to year, 
the note was issued at par. Thus, the face value will equal the 
carrying value plus the unamortized discount. With no 
unamortized discount, the note is equal to the carrying value which 
is $500,000,000. 
  
b. Prepare the journal entry that Rite Aid must have made when these notes 
were issued. 
Upon issuance, Rite Aid would have made the following entry to 
record their reception of cash and issuance of the notes. 
 
Cash  $500,000,000 
   Bonds Payable  $500,000,000 
 
This entry would decrease assets and increase liabilities. Net 
income would be unaffected. 
c. Prepare the annual interest expense journal entry. Note that the interest 
paid on a note during the year equals the face value of the note times the 
stated rate (i.e., coupon rate) of the note. 
Each year, since the 7.5% notes were issued at par, Rite Aid’s 
interest payments on the 7.5% notes will equal the stated rate 
multiplied by the face value of the notes. Since the stated rate is 
7.5% and the face value is $500,000, Rite Aid will pay 
$37,500,000 in interest on the notes in the following form. 
 
  Interest Expense $37,500,000 
   Cash   $37,500,000 
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This entry would decrease shareholders’ equity and net income 
while also decreasing assets. 
d. Prepare the journal entry that Rite Aid will make when these notes mature 
in 2017. 
When these notes mature in March of 2017, Rite Aid will pay back 
the principle in full and remove the bonds from its books. Thus, the 
entry will look like this. 
 
 Bonds Payable $500,000,000 
  Cash   $500,000,000 
 
This entry would decrease liabilities and decrease cash. There is no 
effect on net income or equity. 
 
D. Consider the 9.375% senior notes due December 2015. Assume that interest 
is paid annually. 
  
a. What is the face value (or principal) of these notes? What is the carrying 
value (net book value) of these notes at February 27, 2010? Why do the 
two values differ? 
At February 27th, 2010, the notes carry a value of $405,951,000. 
This is listed in note 11, along with the remaining unamortized 
discount of $4,059,000. Assuming the discount will be amortized 
over the note’s remaining life, the note’s final carrying value will 
equal $410,000,000. This value, $410,000,000, is the note’s face 
value. The two values differ because the note was issued at a 
discount, indicating the note’s rate is less than the market’s current 
interest rate. 
b. How much interest did Rite Aid pay on these notes during the fiscal 2009? 
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During fiscal 2009, Rite Aid paid $38,437,500 of interest. This 
cash payment is calculated by multiplying the notes’ face rate of 
9.375% by the note’s face value of $410,000,000.  
c. Determine the total amount of interest expense recorded by Rite Aid on 
these notes for the year ended February 27, 2010. Note that there is a cash 
and a noncash portion to interest expense on these notes because they 
were issued at a discount. The noncash portion of interest expense is the 
amortization of the discount during the year (that is, the amount by which 
the discount decreased during the year) 
 Rite Aid recorded a total interest expense of $39,142,500 for the 
year ended February 27th, 2010. This is found by adding the total 
cash payment for the year ($38,437,500, calculated in part b) to the 
discount amortized for that period. The discount amortized can be 
found by subtracting the current period’s unamortized discount of 
$4,049,000 from the previous period’s unamortized discount of 
$4,754,000. The difference in the two figures is the discount 
amortized for the period. 
d. Prepare the journal entry to record interest expense on these notes for 
fiscal 2009. Consider both the cash and discount (noncash) portions of the 
interest expense from part iii above. 
Interest Expense  $39,142,500 
    Discount Amortized $705,000 
    Cash   $38,437,500 
 
This entry would decrease equity and net income, while also 
decreasing assets and contra-liabilities. 
e. Compute the total rate of interest recorded for fiscal 2009 on these notes. 
The total rate of interest is equal to the period’s interest expense 
divided by the note’s carrying value over the period. In this case, to 
find the rate of interest, one would divide $39,142,500 by 
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$405,246,000. Divided out, the total interest rate computes to 
9.659%.  
 
E. Consider the 9.75% notes due June 2016. Assume that Rite Aid issued these notes 
on June 30, 2009 and that the company pays interest on June 30th of each year.  
a. According to note 11, the proceeds of the notes at the time of issue were 
98.2% of the face value of the notes. Prepare the journal entry that Rite 
Aid must have made when these notes were issued.  
 
Cash $402,620,000 
Discount on N/P $7,380,000 
Notes Payable  $410,000,000 
 
This entry would increase cash and contra-liabilities while 
increasing liabilities. No effect on equity or net income. 
b. At what effective annual rate of interest were these notes issued? 
These notes were issued at an effective interest rate of 10.1212%. 
This is found by plugging the notes’ face value, carrying value, 
stated rate, and annual cash payments into a financial calculator or 
Microsoft Excel’s RATE function. 
c. Assume that Rite Aid uses the effective interest rate method to account for 
this debt. Use the table that follows to prepare an amortization schedule 
for these notes. Use the last column to verify that each year’s interest 
expense reflects the same interest rate even though the expense changes. 
Note: Guidance follows the table.  
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 FV*Face Rate CV*Effective Rate Int Exp-Cash CV+Disc  
Year Cash Int Exp Disc Amort Carrying Value 
Effective 
Rate 
0  10.1212%  402620 10.1212% 
1 39975 40750.00 775.00 403395.00 10.1212% 
2 39975 40828.44 853.44 404248.44 10.1212% 
3 39975 40914.82 939.82 405188.26 10.1212% 
4 39975 41009.94 1034.94 406223.20 10.1212% 
5 39975 41114.69 1139.69 407362.89 10.1212% 
6 39975 41230.04 1255.04 408617.93 10.1212% 
7 39975 41357.07 1382.07 410000.00 10.1212% 
   7380.00   
  
d. Based on the above information, prepare the journal entry that Rite Aid 
would have recorded February 27, 2010, to accrue interest expense on 
these notes.  
 
Interest Expense $27,167,000 
Discount Amortized $517,000 
Interest Payable $26,650,000 
    
This entry would decrease equity and contra-liabilities while 
increasing liabilities. No effect on assets.   
e. Based on your answer to part iv., what would be the net book value of the 
notes at February 27, 2010?  
  
The net book value of the notes at February 27th, 2010 would be 
calculated by finding the notes’ previous book value at the last 
period end and adding the discount amortization. The notes were 
issued on June 30th, 2009 and had a carrying value of 
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$402,620,000. On February 27th of 2010, $517,000 of discount 
had been amortized. By adding these figures together, one arrives 
at a book value of $403,137,000. 
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Project Overview 
 Over the past nine days, students in Dr. Dickinson’s Accountancy 420 class were 
tasked with completing and analyzing a case about stockholders’ equity. This took the 
form of a case study, specifically one about Merck & Co., Inc. Merck is a New Jersey-
based, global research company that “discovers, develops, manufactures, and markets” 
pharmaceutical products  
 The case focused on stockholders’ equity and related issues, leveraging Merck’s 
financial statements to give students a tangible connection to the case. In this sense, 
students were given real world information and financial statements and completed many 
of the same tasks an auditor might complete. 
 The case was divided into three sections. The first section asked students to 
consider concepts relating to stockholders’ equity. Specifically, students were asked to 
understand such concepts as dividends and treasury stock while also digging through the 
supplied financial statements for key facts and figures. The case included an income 
statement, a balance sheet, a statement of retained earnings, and a statement of cash 
flows. 
 The case’s second section asked to students to understand some of the processes 
that accompany accounting for stockholders’ equity. They were tasked with calculating 
average share prices and a wide variety of figures relating to treasury stock. Throughout 
the entire case, treasury stock was of heavy emphasis. A difficult concept to grasp and an 
even harder one to fully comprehend, treasury stock showed up at every stage of this 
case.  
 After completing selected portions of each of the prior sections, students 
advanced to the final section: analysis. Here, students were asked to complete a table with 
Merck data from both 2006 and 2007 Once basic information was supplied, the table 
moved onto more complex analysis. Students were asked to calculate a range of 
dividend-related ratios to analyze Merck’s financial status. Finally, the case called for 
students to draw assumptions based on the differences in Merck’s data between the two 
years. 
 As has been said before, cases like these are invaluable for preparing students for 
the future. Most accountancy students have never seen a real company’s financial 
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statements, sadly, and this deficiency will rear its ugly head once they reach the job 
market. Students with experience will adapt to situations more quickly and with less 
difficulty, leaving unprepared students in the dust. 
 By asking students to dive, head-first, into this case, Dr. Dickinson is preparing 
each and every student in the class for “real” life. She is giving her students a leg up in 
the job market and helping to ensure they reach success; however, they define it in their 
careers. Knowing how to account for stockholders’ equity is a vital skill for any 
accountant, and this case did well to reinforce the practices and procedures that go into 
accounting for this complicated section of the accounting equation. 
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Questions and Answers 
A. Consider Merck’s common shares. 
a. How many common shares is Merck authorized to issue? 
Merck has authorized the issuance of 5,400,000,000 shares of 
common stock. 
b. How many common shares has Merck actually issued at December 31, 
2007? 
At December 31, 2007, Merck had issued 2,983,508,675 shares of 
common stock. 
c. Reconcile the number of shares issued at December 31, 2007, to the dollar 
value of common stock reported on the balance sheet. 
On Merck and Co. Inc.’s balance sheet, common stock shows a 
balance of approximately $29,800,000. This balance is 
approximate because Merck’s balance sheet lists values in millions 
and thus lacks a degree of precision. With this in mind, dividing 
the balance by shares issued (2,983,508,75 from above) results in 
an approximate value per share of $0.01. There is a balance of 
$8,014,900,000 in the “Other paid-in capital” account, indicating 
the stocks were sold above par. 
d. How many common shares are held in treasury at December 31, 2007?  
At December 31, 2007, there were 811,005,791 shares held in 
treasury. This number is found in the “Stockholders’ Equity” 
section of Merck’s balance sheet and represents the number of 
issued shares Merck has repurchased from common stockholders. 
e. How many common shares are outstanding at December 31, 2007?  
As of December 31, 2007, there were 2,172,502,884 shares of 
Merck stock outstanding. Outstanding stock is calculated as issued 
stock less the number of shares the issuing company has 
repurchased and placed in treasury. 
f. At December 31, 2007, Merck’s stock price closed at $57.61 per share. 
Calculate the total market capitalization of Merck on that day.   
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Market capitalization is calculated as the number of outstanding 
shares multiplied by the shares’ current market price. With these 
facts in mind, Merck’s market capitalization as of December 31, 
2007 was $125,157,891,147.  
 
C. Why do companies pay dividends on their common or ordinary shares? 
What normally happens to a company’s share price when dividends are 
paid? 
a.  Companies, including Merck, often pay dividends on their stock to signal 
its profitability and prosperity to current and potential investors and 
creditors. If a company is doing well and turning a healthy profit, it will 
pay a dividend to demonstrate to its stakeholders that their investment is 
prospering. Likewise, potential investors will see the company issuing a 
dividend and understand that the company is doing well. Public signaling 
can increase a company’s market capitalization and increase their 
creditworthiness as well. This, in turn, may contribute to the company’s 
long-term financial stability. 
 
When a company pays these dividends, their stock prices often drop. 
Why?  Paying a dividend decreases a company’s assets and equity. Stock 
prices are simply a reflection of the public’s perception of a company’s 
valuation, distributed amongst the number of outstanding shares. 
Therefore, if a company pays dividends and consequently decreases their 
assets and equity, that company’s valuation will naturally drop. 
Additionally, stock prices generally rise in the days leading up to the ex-
dividend date. Once the dividend is paid, the stock price will float back to 
a more appropriate valuation.  
 
Earnings-per-share predictions can complicate matters. Third-party 
analysts spend millions of dollars and hundreds of hours attempting to 
predict companies’ earnings-per-share before dividends are paid. If a 
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company misses their earnings-per-share projections, the consequent drop 
in stock price can be far more drastic than one would normally expect. 
 
D. In general, why do companies repurchase their own shares? 
a. There are a number of reasons a company such as Merck might repurchase 
their own shares to place in treasury. First and foremost, a company may 
wish to increase its ownership share. Since the holder of each share of 
issued common stock is entitled to a vote on company decisions, a 
company may wish to increase its own presence at the table through the 
reduction of outstanding shares and their requisite voting privileges. 
Additionally, fewer outstanding shares on the market can decrease the risk 
of hostile takeover, a situation where an outside party purchases >50% of 
a company’s stock on the market.  
 
A company may also wish to repurchase undervalued stock with the 
intention of reissuing it at a later date, at a higher price. If a company can 
realize an undervaluation early enough, they can place a large number of 
shares in treasury and wait for the stock’s price to naturally correct itself. 
Once the market’s correction is complete, the company can reissue those 
shares at a higher price and turn a “profit” on the treasury stock. 
 
Many companies also wish to increase their Earnings-Per-Share through 
stock repurchases. Earnings-per-share is one of the primary metrics 
investors examine before purchasing shares in a company. By reducing the 
number of shares outstanding, a company attempts to create a net positive 
earnings-per-share shift. 
 
E. Consider Merck’s statement of cash flow and statement of retained earnings. 
Prepare a single journal entry that summarizes Merck’s common dividend 
activity for 2007. 
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a. To summarize Merck’s common dividend activity, the entry must 
encompass the total dividends declared paid in the fiscal year. These 
dividends increase liabilities upon declaration and reduce assets upon 
payment. The entry to summarize Merck’s common dividend activity for 
2007 is as follows: 
  
Dr: Retained Earnings $3,310,700,000 
  Cr: Cash       $3,307,300,000 
  Cr: Dividends Payable   $3,400,000 
 
Total dividends declared in 20017 can be found in the Consolidated 
Statement of Retained Earnings while the Dividends Payable figure can be 
found in the Statement of Cash Flows. The cash figure is a plug. 
 
G. During 2007, Merck repurchased a number of its own common shares on the 
open market.  
a. Describe the method Merck uses to account for its treasury stock 
transactions. 
There are two methods of accounting for treasury stock: the par 
value method and the cost method. Merck uses the cost method, as 
indicated in the “Less treasury stock, at cost” line of the 
“Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity” section of the Consolidate 
Balance Sheet. This method assigns each share of treasury stock a 
temporary value equivalent to the value at which it was taken off 
the market.  
 
Each time Merck purchases treasury stock off the market, it debits 
“treasury stock” and credits “cash” for the value of the transaction. 
No entry is made to other paid-in capital at this time. Upon 
issuance, Merck will debit cash for the value of the transaction 
(number of shares multiplied by the value at which they are sold on 
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the market). Merck will then credit treasury stock at the price of 
the purchase, but at the price they originally bought the treasury 
stock at. If the price has risen since Merck bought the treasury 
stock, paid-in capital is credited as the plug. If the shares are 
reissued at a price below the treasury stock’s value, the debit plug 
is first taken out of any paid-in capital from treasury stock sales 
and then taken from retained earnings if necessary. 
b. Refer to note 11 to Merck’s financial statements. How many shares did 
Merck repurchase on the open market during 2007?  
According to the “Purchases” line of Note 11, Merck repurchased 
26,500,000 shares on the open market. 
c. How much did Merck pay, in total and per share, on average, to buy back 
its stock during 2007? What type of cash flow does this represent? 
In total, according to the data found in Note 11, Merck paid 
$1,429,700,000 for the 26,500,000 shares it repurchased on the 
open market during 2017. On average, it appears that Merck paid 
$53.95 per share. This represents a financing activity in the 
Statement of Cash Flows, as indicated by the “Cash Flows from 
Financing Activities” section of the Statement of Cash Flows. 
d. Why doesn’t Merck disclose its treasury stock as an asset? 
Treasury stock is not an asset, and thus Merck does not account for 
it as such. Treasury stock is a contra-equity account. Repurchasing 
treasury stock on the open market naturally decreases a company’s 
assets through the payment of cash. Treasury stock decreases a 
company’s equity since fewer outstanding shares equate to a 
smaller balance in the company’s equity section. With that said, 
treasury stock does not reduce the balance in a company’s 
individual equity accounts, such as common stock. Instead, as a 
contra equity account, the overall reduction to equity is temporary. 
If the treasury shares are reissued, the company’s contra equity 
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balance will decrease, and its equity balance will increase as a 
result. 
 
I.  Determine the missing amounts and calculate the ratios in the tables below. 
For comparability, use dividends paid for both companies rather than 
dividends declared. Use the number of shares outstanding at year end for 
per-share calculations. What differences do you observe in Merck’s 
dividend-related ratios across the two years?  
a.  
Merck 
1,000,000 2006 2007 
Dividends Paid (millions of $) 3,322.60 3,307.30 
Number of Shares Outstanding 2,167,785,445 2,172,502,884.00 
Net Income (millions of $) $4,433.80 $3,275.40 
Total Assets (millions of $) 44,569.80 48,350.70 
Operating Cash Flows (millions of $) 6,765.20 6,999.20 
Year-End Stock Price $41.94 $57.61 
Dividends Per Share $1.53 $1.52 
Dividends Yield 3.65% 2.64% 
Dividend Payout 74.94% 100.97% 
Dividends to Total Assets 7.45% 6.84% 
Dividends to Operating Cash Flows 49.11% 47.25% 
  
From this data, it seems that Merck’s ratios, in general, decreased from 2006 to 
2007. Their dividend payout between the two years remained relatively consistent 
but an increase in assets (possibly as the result of a business subunit purchase) and 
a sharp decrease in net income caused Merck’s relevant ratios to drop from 2006 
to 2007. The dividends to operating cash flow ratio did not decrease at a rate 
equal to the dividend payout ratio’s drop, indicating that Merck’s reduction in net 
income did not result from a loss of operating income or an increase in operating 
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expenses. This will reassure investors that Merck is not losing money in its 
operations. In fact, Merck’s operating income actually rose over the two-year 
period. 
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Project Overview 
 For this case, students were presented with a set of case documents pertaining to a 
“major financial holding company” known as State Street Corporation. State Street deals 
mostly with investments and maintains two separate business units that each serve a 
function within the world of high-level investing. 
 This case was focused on teaching students, or at least introducing students at a 
high level, to marketable securities. This case dealt with a wide variety of securities, but 
they all fell into one of three categories: available-for-sale, held-to-maturity, or trading. 
Each classification of security involved a specific set of rules and intricacies that must be 
applied in the correct fashion. 
 Once students gained access to the case, they were confronted with a number of 
questions split into several sections. The first section - “Concepts” - asked students to 
define and elaborate on the various types of securities at a conceptual level. There were 
no references to specific numbers from the supplied State Street financial statements in 
this section. 
 The second section of questions - “Process” - dove into the various financial 
statements provided in the case. Students were tasked with pulling specific values from 
the statements and interpreting them. This section covered all three types of marketable 
securities and required students to differentiate between the classifications as they 
responded to each of the case’s questions.  
 Cases like this serve an invaluable purpose. They prepare students for the real 
world by exposing them to actual financial statements and realistic deliverable 
requirements. Classroom learning can only go so far as to prepare students for a career in 
the world of professional services; at some point, students need to gather actual 
experience working with the materials in a controlled setting. These cases provide this 
much-needed learning catalyst. The field of accounting, and professional services as a 
whole, is incredibly competitive. Plenty of well-qualified students get passed over for 
jobs every season. Cases like these - ones that students can reference as experience 
during their own interviews - could be the difference between a continued job search and 
employment.  
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Questions and Answers 
A. Consider trading securities. Note that financial institutions such as State 
Street typically call these securities “Trading account assets.”  
a. In general, what are trading securities?  
In general, trading securities are short-term securities that a 
company intends to trade (buy and sell in an established market) 
for a profit. Management typically intends to sell a trading security 
within three months of its purchase, although there is no set time 
frame in which a trading security must be sold. Management 
differentiates between trading securities and other security 
classifications, including available-for-sale and held-to-maturity, 
based on intent. This opens security classification up to significant 
audit risk if management is not forthcoming about their intentions. 
Trading securities can take the form of either debt securities - like 
bonds and loans - or equity securities - as is the case with stock 
shares. Trading securities are to be accounted for at fair value as 
the securities’ book values are irrelevant to a buyer or seller of 
securities. Since trading securities are meant to produce short term 
income for a company, unrealized holding gains and losses flow 
through net income on the holding company’s income statement. 
b. How would a company record $1 of dividends or interest received from 
trading securities?  
To record a $1.00 dividend from a trading security, a company 
would make the following entry: 
 Dr: Cash $1.00 
  Cr: Dividend Revenue $1.00 
To record a $1.00 interest receipt from a debt security, a company 
would make the following entry: 
 Dr: Cash $1.00 
  Cr: Interest Revenue $1.00 
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Additionally, if the debt security was purchased at a premium, the 
interest entry would include a credit to the debt investment account 
as the premium is amortized over the life of the security. Likewise, 
if the security was purchased at a discount, the interest entry would 
include a debit to debt investment in order to amortize the discount 
over the life of the security. 
Of note, these entries include accounts that flow through net 
income on the income statement. This is due to the nature of 
trading securities and management’s intent in holding them. 
Trading securities are bought and sold to drive income and thus 
their interest/dividend proceeds flow through the appropriate 
channels. 
c. If the market value of trading securities increased by $1 during the 
reporting period, what journal entry would the company record?  
To record a $1.00 increase in the market value of a company’s 
trading securities, it would make the following entry at the end of 
the period: 
 Dr: Fair Value Adjustment (Trading) $1.00 
  Cr: Unrealized Holding Gain - Income $1.00 
The Fair Value Adjustment (Trading) account is an adjunct asset 
account used to keep track of the fair value of a company’s 
securities. Adjustments are not made directly to the securities’ 
accounts but are instead made to this adjunct account in order to 
preserve the securities’ original values for the purpose of recording 
a gain or loss upon the eventual sale of the securities. The 
Unrealized Holding Gain - Income account tracks to net income. 
The entry to record this adjustment is the same whether the holding  
company is adjusting debt securities or equity securities (as long as 
the holding company does not exert significant influence over the 
held company’s activities). If the holding company can exert 
significant influence (i.e. the company holds over 20% of the held 
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company’s available equity), there are no fair value adjustments to 
make at the end of period. The holding company instead increases 
or decreases the value of the equity securities based on the 
dividends and net income the held company reports. 
 
B. Consider securities available-for-sale. Note that State Street calls these, 
“Investment securities available for sale.”  
a. In general, what are securities available-for-sale?  
Generally speaking, available-for-sale securities are securities that 
are not classified as trading (intended to be sold or bought in the 
short term, typically less than three months) or held-to-maturity. 
This is the default classification for unspecified securities and 
indicates that the holding company has either not yet determined 
their intent or that the security’s intent does not fit easily into one 
of the other classifications. Available-for-sale securities can be 
either debt or equity securities. Fair value adjustments flow 
through the holding company’s other comprehensive income (OCI) 
and show up under the “equity” section of its balance sheet. 
b. How would a company record $1 of dividends or interest received from 
securities available-for sale?  
To record a $1.00 dividend from an available-for-sale security, a 
company would make the following entry: 
 Dr: Cash $1.00 
  Cr: Dividend Revenue $1.00 
To record a $1.00 interest receipt from a debt security, a company 
would make the following entry: 
 Dr: Cash $1.00 
  Cr: Interest Revenue $1.00 
Like the trading securities treatment, if the available-for-sale debt 
security was purchased at a premium, the interest entry would 
include a credit to the debt investment account as the premium is 
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amortized over the life of the security. Likewise, if the security 
was purchased at a discount, the interest entry would include a 
debit to debt investment in order to amortize the discount over the 
life of the security. 
Again, like trading securities, holding companies treat income 
derived from interest or dividends as income and account for it as 
such. 
c. If the market value of securities available-for-sale increased by $1 during 
the reporting period, what journal entry would the company record? 
To record a $1.00 increase in the market value of a company’s 
available-for-sale (AFS) securities, it would make the following 
entry at the end of the period: 
 Dr: Fair Value Adjustment (AFS) $1.00 
  Cr: Unrealized Holding Gain - Equity $1.00 
This entry is very similar to the treatment for trading securities 
except for two key differences. First, the fair value adjustment, the 
adjunct account used to properly value marketable securities while 
preserving the original purchase price of those securities, is 
denoted with an “AFS” after the entry to indicate that the 
adjustment is only to those securities deemed available-for-sale. 
Second, the unrealized holding gains entry flows through equity. 
This is due to the nature of available-for-sale securities. They are 
not held explicitly to generate income in the short term (although 
they often do) and thus the FASB has decided that the unrealized 
holding gain should not show up in net income. Instead, the 
unrealized holding gain (or loss, which would reverse the format of 
the entry) flows into OCI which then accumulates in the 
“accumulated other comprehensive income” (AOCI) equity 
account. Thus, the equity tag on the end of the gain entry. 
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C. Consider securities held-to-maturity. Note that State Street calls these, 
“Investment securities held to maturity.”  
a. In general, what are these securities? Why are equity securities never 
classified as held-to maturity?  
As the name suggests, held-to-maturity securities are securities that 
the holding company intends to hold until the securities mature. As 
such, held-to-maturity securities need a maturity date. Equity 
securities (e.g. stock shares) do not have a maturity date and thus 
cannot be classified as held-to-maturity. The holding company 
must have both the intent and the reasonable ability to hold the 
securities until their maturation in order to classify the securities as 
held-to-maturity. 
Debt securities, on the other hand, typically have maturity dates 
and pay periodic interest payments along with an eventual 
repayment of principal. Since there is no intent to sell these this 
type of security, held-to-maturity securities are not valued at fair 
value and are instead valued at amortized cost. Any premium or 
discount is amortized over the life of the debt security. 
b. If the market value of securities held-to-maturity increased by $1 during 
the reporting period, what journal entry would the company record? 
Held-to-maturity securities are not adjusted to fair value since the 
securities are not actively traded on a market. Thus, fair value is 
irrelevant and the amortized cost method is used to value the 
securities at their face value plus any premium or less any 
discount. Likewise, gains and losses are only recognized upon sale 
of any held-to-maturity assets. 
 
D. Consider the “Trading account assets” on State Street’s balance sheet.  
a. What is the balance in this account on December 31, 2012? What is the 
market value of these securities on that date?  
 C 
The balance in the “Trading account assets” on State Streets’ 
balance sheet was $637,000,000 on December 31st, 2012. This 
account is reported at fair value and is also the market value of 
those securities on that date. Since the trading assets were bought 
with the express intent to be sold within a short period, they are 
reported on the balance sheet at fair value to most accurately 
represent their value to State Street Corporation’s future income. 
b. Assume that the 2012 unadjusted trial balance for trading account assets 
was $552 million. What adjusting journal entry would State Street make to 
adjust this account to market value? Ignore any income tax effects for this 
part. 
In this case, State Street would make the following entry: 
 Dr: Fair Value Adjustment - Trading $85,000,000 
  Cr: Unrealized Holding Gain - Income        
$85,000,000 
This entry increases the value of the “Fair Value Adjustment - 
Trading” account by $85,000,000 and, since this account is an 
adjunct account to “Trading account assets,” the value of “Trading 
account assets” would increase by $85,000,000 on the balance 
sheet while the company would record the unrealized holding gain 
in its net income on its income statement. 
 
E. Consider the balance sheet account “Investment securities held to maturity” 
and the related disclosures in Note 4.  
a. What is the 2012 year-end balance in this account?  
The 2012 year-end balance in the “Investment securities held to 
maturity” account is $11,379,000,000. The securities in this 
account are valued at amortized cost and the balance represents the 
netted book value of all the held-to-maturity securities on State 
Streets’ books. 
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b. What is the market value of State Street’s investment securities held to 
maturity? 
The market value of State Street’s investment securities held to 
maturity is $11,661,000,000. This number represents the value that 
State Street’s held-to-maturity portfolio would net on the open 
market. But because State Street’s management designated these 
securities as held-to-maturity, they are valued using the amortized 
cost method. Their fair value is irrelevant unless the securities are 
reclassified down the road. 
c. What is the amortized cost of these securities? What does “amortized 
cost” represent? How does amortized cost compare to the original cost of 
the securities?  
Since these held-to-maturity securities are valued at amortized cost 
on the balance sheet, their amortized cost is $11,379,000,000 as of 
December 31st, 2012. Amortized cost refers to the securities’ face 
value, or the value of the security that is agreed upon before 
purchase (e.g. a bond’s face value is the value of principal that 
must be paid once the bond fully matures), plus any unamortized 
premium and less any unamortized discount. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to assume these securities were not purchased for a 
price equivalent to their current amortized cost. There current 
valuation is a net sum of all the values of the held-to-maturity 
securities in State Street’s portfolio, netted with their respective 
unamortized discounts or premiums. 
d. What does the difference between the market value and the amortized cost 
represent? What does the difference suggest about how the average 
market rate of interest on held-to-maturity securities has changed since 
the purchase of the securities held by State Street? 
The market value of State Street’s held-to-maturity securities is 
slightly higher than their current amortized cost - $282,000,000 
higher to be exact. This difference, however, is irrelevant. Since 
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State Street’s management designated these securities as being 
held-to-maturity, these securities will never be adjusted to fair 
value (unless management reclassifies some of the individual 
securities in this portfolio as either trading or available-for-sale, a 
move which would expose State Street to significant auditor 
pushback).  
The increase in portfolio market value seems to indicate that 
general the general market interest rate on similar securities has 
dropped since State Street purchased their held-to-maturity 
securities. Since security valuations - premiums and discounts - are 
primarily a reflection of readily-available interest rates on similar 
securities in an active market, an increase in the valuation of State 
Street’s securities would indicate that State Street’s held-to-
maturity interest rates are more favorable than they previously 
were and are thus more valuable to investors in an open debt 
market.  
 
F. Consider the balance sheet account “Investment securities available for sale” 
and the related disclosures in Note 4.  
a. What is the 2012 year-end balance in this account? What does this 
balance represent?  
The 2012 year-end balance in the “Investment securities available 
for sale” account was $109,682,000,000. This indicates the current, 
fair value of State Street’s portfolio of securities that are neither 
explicitly intended for holding-to-maturity nor short-term trading.  
b. What is the amount of net unrealized gains or losses on the available-for-
sale securities held by State Street at December 31, 2012? Be sure to note 
whether the amount is a net gain or loss.  
The amount of net unrealized gains or losses on the available-for-
sale securities held by State Street at December 31, 2012 equates to 
a net gain of $1,119,000,000. This is found by netting the gross 
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unrealized gains and losses in 2012 from Note 4 within the 
financial statements. This unrealized holding gain will flow into 
OCI, then AOCI and eventually show up in the equity section of 
State Street’s balance sheet.  
c. What was the amount of net realized gains (losses) from sales of 
available-for-sale securities for 2012? How would this amount impact 
State Street’s statements of income and cash flows for 2012? 
 In 2012, State Street realized a net gain of $55,000,000 from sales 
of available-for-sale securities. This amount is a result of netting 
State Street’s realized gains ($101,000,000) against its net losses 
($46,000,000). Since this gain was realized in 2012, it would show 
up under the “Net gains (losses) from sales of investment 
securities” portion of the “Gains (losses) related to investment 
securities, net” section of State Street’s consolidated statement of 
income. 
On the statement of cash flows, this amount would show up as part 
of the proceeds from the sale of available-for-sale securities under 
the “Investing Activities” portion of the statement. 
 
G. State Street’s statement of cash flow for 2012 (not included) shows the 
following line items in the “Investing Activities” section relating to available-
for-sale securities (in millions): Proceeds from sales of available-for-sale 
securities $ 5,399 Purchases of available-for-sale securities $60,812  
a. Show the journal entry State Street made to record the purchase of 
available-for-sale securities for 2012.  
The entry to record this purchase is as follows: 
Dr: Investment - Available-For-Sale $60,812,000,000 
 Cr: Cash        $60,812,000,000  
This entry records a debit to the available-for-sale investment 
securities account while crediting cash to record the exchange of 
assets in the sale.  
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b. Show the journal entry State Street made to record the sale of available-
for-sale (AFS) securities for 2012. Note 13 (not included) reports that the 
available-for-sale securities sold during 2012 had “unrealized pre-tax 
gains of $67 million as of December 31, 2011.” Hint: be sure to remove 
the current book-value of these securities in your entry.  
The entry to record this sale is as follows: 
 Dr: Cash    $5,399,000,000 
 Dr: Unrealized Holding Gain - Equity $67,000,000 
  Cr: Investment in AFS Securities
 $5,411,000,000 
  Cr: Realized Gain on AFS Securities $55,000,000 
This entry accounts for the cash received, eliminates the respective 
unrealized holding gains attached to the securities, takes the 
investment off of State Street’s books, and records the realized 
gain State Street booked on the sale. 
c. Use the information in part g. ii to determine the original cost of the 
available-for-sale securities sold during 2012. 
To determine the original cost of the available-for-sale securities, 
one must subtract the value of the realized gain on the sale from 
the value of the investment involved in the sale. In this particular 
case, the book value of the investment given up in the sale was 
$5,411,000,000. Once the $55,000,000 realized gain is subtracted 
from those proceeds, one will arrive at an original cost of 
$5,344,000,000 for the available-for-sale securities sold during 
2012. State Street maintains a record of each investment’s original 
cost to accurately display gains and losses on sales and also to 
book unrealized gains and losses effectively on available-for-sale 
and trading securities. 
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Project Overview 
 This case dealt primarily with the top of deferred income taxes. Unfortunately, as 
students found out this week, there is more to paying income taxes than simply 
multiplying lump sums by a statutory rate.  Instead, accountants must take certain 
nuances into account. These nuances include but are not limited to the differences 
between the components of book income and taxable income. 
 To illustrate these particularities and give students a hands-on experience with 
accounting for income taxes, students were presented with a case based around ZAGG 
Inc. ZAGG stands for Zealous About Great Gadgets and is a publicly traded (NASDAQ) 
company that produced mobile device accessories. Students were supplied with a number 
of financial statements from the company’s 2012 fiscal year and tasked with answer a set 
of relevant questions.  
 The questions were divided into two sections: conceptual questions and process-
related questions. The first section - Concepts - focused on teaching students many of the 
terms and related intricacies of income tax accounting. They were introduced to such 
terms as permanent tax differences and statutory tax rates, among others. Students were 
also asked to explain what deferred income tax expenses were and how they related to 
both deferred income tax liabilities and deferred income tax assets.  
 The second section - Process - referred to a specific note in ZAGG’s financial 
statements. As this case was all about deferred tax reporting, the note in question held 
ZAGG’s deferred tax information. Students were tasked with disassembling figures into 
their various components and explaining where the components could be found in the 
company’s main set of financial statements. 
 Cases like this are invaluable as students progress through their academic careers. 
As has been said many times over, accounting is a highly competitive field. Students - 
perhaps now more than ever - are laying the groundwork for success during their college 
years. In order to differentiate themselves among a tough field of “competitors,” students 
are exposing themselves to cases to get real world experience before others have access 
to such materials. 
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Questions and Answers 
A. Describe what is meant by the term book income? Which number in ZAGG’s 
statement of operation captures this notion for fiscal 2012? Describe how a 
company’s book income differs from its taxable income. 
a. Book income refers to what many companies report as net income 
on their income statement. It is accounted for using the accrual 
basis of accounting, which records revenues and expenses in the 
periods in which they are earned or incurred. Book income is 
backed by the FASB’s GAAP and is net income in the more 
traditional sense.  
On ZAGG’s statement of operation, book income for fiscal 2012 is 
$23,898,000. It is found in the “Income before provision for 
income taxes” line of the Statement of Operations. Net income is 
reported as book income on a company’s financial statements and 
the income tax provision is calculated using a separate income 
value. 
That separate income value is taxable income. Taxable income is 
calculated using a modified cash basis of accounting. Here, not all 
revenues and expenses are recorded in the periods in which they 
are earned or incurred. Some are only recorded once cash changes 
hands. 
 
B. In your own words, define the following terms:  
a. Permanent tax differences (also provide an example)  
A permanent difference is a business event that creates a 
permanent difference in taxable income and book income. This 
difference is permanent in the sense that it will never be corrected 
for in later periods. For example, the United States government 
does not tax municipal bond interest, but companies are still 
required to report municipal bond interest on their financial 
statements. This difference will never be accounted for in later 
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periods and is thus a permanent difference in book income and 
taxable income. 
b. Temporary tax difference (also provide an example)  
A temporary difference is a difference in book income and taxable 
income that is slowly “corrected,” or reversed, over time until the 
two figures match. Often times, these temporary differences arise 
from the differences in timing between the two accounting 
methods - accrual and the modified cash basis. To illustrate, 
consider a construction company that has recently signed a 
contract to build a new building. The building owner prepaid the 
construction company in full for their services, thus creating a 
liability on the company’s balance sheet. The company has not 
recorded the payment as book income, however, as they have not 
yet completed the service necessary to convert that liability 
(unearned service revenue) into revenue. The IRS requires the 
construction company to report that prepayment as taxable income 
as soon as it is received. This discrepancy creates a temporary 
difference between book income and taxable income. Over time, as 
the construction company completes work, it will gradually 
recognize the prepayment as book income and slowly reverse the 
temporary difference between book income and taxable income. 
c. Statutory tax rate  
The statutory tax rate is the legally imposed tax rate an entity must 
pay, subject to federal, state, and municipal rates. These rates are 
ratified into law by various legislative bodies but are rarely, if ever, 
the effective tax rate an entity pays. 
d. Effective tax rate 
While the statutory tax rate is the tax rate mandated by law, the 
effective tax rate is the rate at which an entity is truly taxed. An 
entity’s income tax provision is calculated using the entity’s 
taxable income. Due to the differences - both temporary and 
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permanent - between book income and taxable income, this income 
tax provision is different from the entity’s book income multiplied 
by its statutory rate. To find a company’s effective tax rate, divide 
its income tax provision (calculated using taxable income) by its 
book income. This rate is the effective tax rate an entity pays on its 
book income, calculated using taxable income as a base. 
 
C. Explain in general terms why a company reports deferred income taxes as 
part of their total income tax expense. Why don’t companies simply report 
their current tax bill as their income tax expense? 
 To begin understanding this dilemma, a few accounting issues 
must first be flushed out. First, it is important to understand the 
different ways the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) 
and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) account for both temporary 
and permanent differences.  
 
The FASB believes, according to Kieso, Weygandt, and Warfield’s 
Intermediate Accounting 16th Edition, that, “the asset-liability 
method (sometimes referred to as the liability approach) is the 
most consistent method for accounting for income taxes.” The text 
goes on to say that one objective of this approach is to “recognize 
deferred tax liabilities and assets for the future tax consequences of 
events that have been recognized in the financial statements or tax 
returns.” In this case, it is necessary to note that a deferred income 
tax expense either reduces a deferred tax asset or increases a 
deferred tax liability.   
 
It is clear that the FASB values recording events in the periods in 
which they occur, as evidenced by the matching principle and the 
FASB’s favor of the accrual method of accounting (which 
recognizes expenses and revenues in the periods in which they 
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were incurred or earned). With this context in mind, consider next 
a company’s journal entry for recording a period’s income tax 
expense. The entry to record a period’s income tax expense, 
assuming the reporting company in question earned more book 
income than taxable income, involves a debit to income tax 
expense (to represent its total income tax expense) and credits to 
income taxes payable (to represent their current tax bill) and 
deferred tax liability (to represent the portion of their total income 
tax expense that is not payable in the current period). Dissecting 
this entry reveals some crucial information about the manner in 
which the FASB prefers its companies to report financial 
information. 
 
As mentioned before, the FASB values matching revenues and 
expenses (including income tax expense) in the periods in which 
they were earned or incurred. But this mantra is directly at odds 
with the IRS’s approach to reporting income tax payable. The IRS, 
as mentioned before, uses a modified cash basis of accounting. It 
prefers to record some expenses and some revenues only when 
cash changes hands. To make matters more complicated, on issues 
like municipal bond interest revenue, the IRS may choose to not 
recognize the revenue at all.  
 
Here arises the problem. The FASB prefers to recognize expenses 
as they are incurred, and the IRS tends to take a much more 
complicated approach to the matter. To appease both parties, tax 
accountants have devised a system in which income tax payable 
and deferred income tax expense are combined into a single 
income tax expense on a company’s GAAP-compliant income 
statement. This approach provides the clearest pictures as to a 
company’s tax obligations.  
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While income tax payable represents a company’s current 
obligation in terms of income tax, it does not tell the whole story of 
a company’s future tax obligations. Because certain portions of 
income are tied to income taxes that are payable in the future 
(recorded as deferred income tax expense) but were generated in 
the current period, this approach allows the financial statements to 
provide a clear representation of a company’s total, future tax 
obligations to relevant investors, creditors, and lenders. 
 
D. Explain what deferred income tax assets and deferred income tax liabilities 
represent. Give an example of a situation that would give rise to each of these 
items on the balance sheet. 
Deferred income tax assets and deferred income tax liabilities both 
arise from temporary differences. These differences result from the 
distinct methods the FASB and the IRS prefer companies use to 
account for various revenues and expenses. The FASB prefers US 
companies employ an accrual system of accounting, while the IRS 
typically leans towards a modified cash basis of accounting where 
some revenues and expenses are not recorded or are only recorded 
once cash has exchanged hands. 
 
Deferred income tax assets arise from deductible temporary 
differences. These “deductibles” result from losses or expenses 
that occur in a period but do not increase taxes refundable until a 
later period. To illustrate this seemingly-complex scenario, 
consider a company with a payable resulting from an unpaid bill. If 
the payable exists across two periods but was produced from an 
expense in the first period, then that payable would produce a 
deferred tax asset. In the first period, the original expense would 
have decreased the company’s total income tax expense by the 
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amount multiplied by the company’s tax rate. But that income tax 
reduction would not manifest in the company’s income taxes 
payable until the company physically transfers assets to the 
receiving company. Thus, the resulting tax asset is to be considered 
deferred. 
 
There are also deferred tax liabilities. These result from revenues 
in which a company does not collect on the resulting receivable 
until a later period. Consider a company that performs services on 
account and thus creates a receivable on its balance sheet. In this 
case, also assume that the company does not collect on the 
receivable until a later period. The company, according to GAAP, 
records the receivable as revenue on its income statement as thus 
pays taxes on it in the first period. However, the IRS typically does 
not require a company to pay taxes on revenue until it collects non-
receivable assets. As such, the value of the resulting receivable 
multiplied by the company’s tax rate is treated as a liability and 
reversed by adding the expense to a later period’s income taxes 
payable. This results in a situation where the company’s income 
tax expense is actually less than the income tax it pays to the 
government. 
 
E. Explain what a deferred income tax valuation allowance is and when it 
should be recorded.  
A company would use a deferred income tax valuation allowance 
account to adjust deferred tax assets if it is more likely than not 
that it will not realize a portion, or all, of the deferred tax asset. In 
this situation, like many in accounting, language is important. The 
phrasing “more likely than not” refers to a greater-than 50% 
chance that the company will not realize all of the deferred tax 
asset. The valuation allowance acts as a contra account to the 
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deferred tax asset and the deferred tax asset value is netted against 
the valuation account to present the deferred tax asset’s likely 
value. It is also important to note that the valuation account is only 
an estimate and cannot accurately predict the exact future value of 
the deferred tax asset.  
 
F. Consider the information disclosed in Note 8 – Income Taxes to answer the 
following questions:  
a. Using information in the first table in Note 8, show the journal entry that 
ZAGG recorded for the income tax provision in fiscal 2012?  
Dr: Income Tax Expense      $9,393,000 
Dr: Deferred Tax Asset (Net of Valuation Allowance) $8,293,000 
Cr: Income Tax Payable    
 $17,686,000 
 
The above entry represents ZAGG’s income total income tax 
expense for the year, a carried over deferred tax asset (indicated 
past assets that were recognized as revenue during fiscal 2012), 
and the total income tax that ZAGG owes the government. 
b. Using the information in the third table in Note 8, decompose the amount 
of “net deferred income taxes” recorded in income tax journal entry in 
part f. i. into its deferred income tax asset and deferred income tax 
liability components.  
The deferred tax asset in part f. i. is equal to $8,293,000. This is 
due to a net increase of $8,002,000 of deferred tax assets from 
2011 to 2012. Additionally, total deferred tax liabilities decreased 
from 2011 to 2012 by $292,000.  
The entry in part f. i. can thus be further broken down as follows to 
account for the increase in deferred tax assets and decrease in 
deferred tax liabilities. Since the deferred tax liability’s normal 
balance is a credit, decreasing its balance results in a debit. 
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Dr: Income Tax Expense      $9,393,000 
Dr: Deferred Tax Asset      $8,002,000 
Dr: Deferred Tax Liability     $291,000 
Cr: Income Tax Payable    
 $17,686,000 
c. The second table in Note 8 provides a reconciliation of income taxes 
computed using the federal statutory rate (35%) to income taxes computed 
using ZAGG’s effective tax rate. Calculate ZAGG’s 2012 effective tax rate 
using the information provided in their income statement. What accounts 
for the difference between the statutory rate and ZAGG’s effective tax 
rate?  
ZAGG’s 2012 effective tax rate can be calculated by dividing its 
income tax provision ($9,393,000) by its net income of 
$23,898,000. Doing so reveals an effective tax rate of 39.3%. This 
discrepancy - 35% statutory rate vs a 39.3% effective rate - can be 
attributed to the difference between book income and taxable 
income as well as the conglomeration of ZAGG’s federal and state 
income tax brackets. Specifically, the reconciliations can be found 
in the second table of Note 8 titled “The following is a 
reconciliation of the income taxes computed using the federal 
statutory rate to the provision for income taxes for the years ended 
December 31, 2012, 2011 and 2010.”  
d. According to the third table in Note 8 – Income Taxes, ZAGG had a net 
deferred income tax asset balance of $13,508,000 at December 31, 2012. 
Explain where this amount appears on ZAGG’s balance sheet. 
ZAGG’s $13,508,000 worth of deferred income tax assets 
represents its current and long term deferred tax assets. As such, on 
the balance sheet, one must add ZAGG’s current deferred tax asset 
balance of $6,912,000 to its $6,596,000 worth of long term 
deferred tax assets (those deferred tax assets that result from 
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liabilities that will not be incurred as expenses in 2013) to arrive at 
the net deferred income tax asset balance. 
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Project Overview 
 Revenue recognition is a tricky concept to learn, and an even harder one to 
master. There are many details, rules, and standards to memorize that accountants 
frequently call on as they aim to provide useful, revenue-related information to various 
internal and external parties. As such, this case used Apple Inc. and its financial 
statements from fiscal year 2010 to illustrate a few of these revenue recognition 
peculiarities.  
 The case was divided into two sections. The first section, “Concepts,” asked some 
broad questions about revenue-related terms and concepts. Much of this section was 
spent diving into issues pertaining to the timing and allocation of revenue. Additionally, 
this section also addressed some of the more fresh-faced, contemporary accounting 
issues. In 2014, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued a series of new 
revenue standards that redefined the way companies and businesses across the United 
States would recognize revenue. The new standards outlined a five-step approach to 
recognizing revenue from contracts with customers. Accounting for multi-element 
contracts, an issue of particular difficulty as it pertains to recognizing revenue, was 
clarified through these standards, as were the methods for identifying, allocating, and 
recognizing revenue on discount sales, among other topics.  
 The second section in this case, aptly titled “Process,” asked students to identify 
how and when Apple recognizes revenue on a number of unusual items. These included 
iTunes songs, gift cards, accessories, products sold through third-party vendors. Students 
were tasked with parking through Apple’s Consolidated Statements’ notes, as well its 
most recent 10K, for clues as to the accounting methodology. 
 In a holistic sense, these cases are providing students with another tool to set 
themselves apart in an increasingly crowded job market. Classroom learning can only go 
so far to prepare students for the real world; at a certain point, students need to trade in 
their textbooks for 17-column ledger paper (or perhaps the more modern, computerized 
equivalent) and get accustomed with the actual processes. They need to study real 
documents and statement to understand where to find information and then, in turn, what 
to do with it. That is why these cases, and a class like Accounting 420 in general, are so 
important. They fill the gaps left by an otherwise comprehensive accounting program. 
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They prepare students not only for the inevitable job application, but an actual career in 
the field. 
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Questions and Answers 
A. In your own words, define “revenues.” Explain how revenues are different 
from “gains.”  
a. Revenue refers to the increase in assets that results from a business’ main 
operations. In other words, revenue is the value a business receives in return for 
selling a good or providing some type of service. For example, a lawn mowing 
company would identify revenue as the fees it charges for each lawn mowed. 
Mowing lawns is the company’s main operation. Alternatively, a restaurant 
would record sales revenue that arise from the sale of food and drinks. In 2015, 
the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued a new standard 
regarding the recognition of revenue. The standard refined the way companies 
recognize and allocate revenue from contracts. It prescribed a five-step approach 
for identifying contracts, allocating value, and recognizing revenue. It is 
important, however, to understand the implicit differences between revenues and 
gains. Whereas revenues directly result from a company’s main operations, gains 
result from a company’s peripheral activities. But what is a periphery activity? 
Consider the lawn mowing company provided in an earlier example. If that 
company sold an old mower for a value greater than the mower’s book value 
(cost less depreciation), it would record a gain. The company increased its assets 
but did not record revenue from the sale. This is because a lawn mowing 
company does not count selling lawn mowers among its primary operations. It is 
a periphery activity. Other periphery activities that can result in gains include the 
sale of financial instruments (i.e., bonds and stocks) and lawsuit settlements. 
 
B. Describe what it means for a business to “recognize” revenues. What specific 
accounts and financial statements are affected by the process of revenue 
recognition? Describe the revenue recognition criteria outline in the FASB’s 
Statement of Concepts No. 5.  
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a. Now that an informal definition of revenue has been established, the logical 
progression is to determine when and how businesses recognize revenue. It is 
helpful to consider revenue and the services or goods that are provided to earn 
revenue as components of a contract. This contract, whether formal (as is often 
the case) or informal, is entered into by the business and the customer. Now, in 
issuing Statement of Concept No. 5, the Financial Accounting Standard Board 
has made clear that revenues are to be recognized as they are earned. And with 
this contractual framework in mind, simple contracts — like purchasing a coffee 
at Starbucks in exchange for a set amount of currency — are easy to record. Or 
are they? Starbucks enters into contracts with customers all the time but does 
Starbucks record revenue once a drink is ordered, made, delivered, or 
consumed? The FASB recognized this as gray area and in May have 2014 issued 
ASC 606. This new standard outlined a five-step approach to recognizing 
revenue. A business first step, according to ASC, is to identify a contract with 
customers. A contract is loosely defined as an agreement between two parties 
with enforceable obligations. Next, a business must identify separate 
performance obligations. If a customer ordered multiple items at Starbucks, that 
contract may involve multiple performance obligations pertaining to each item. 
Step three is to identify the transaction price. The FASB dictates that discounts 
are not be included as part of revenue, and that revenue should be recorded as 
the amount a company expects to receive in return for goods or services. Once 
performance obligations and a transaction price have been established, the next 
step is to allocate the price proportionally to each performance obligation. Easier 
said than done, ASC 606 details procedure for using items’ standard costs and 
prices to divide revenue among obligations. Finally, once each of the four 
previous steps have been completed, the business should recognize revenue as 
each performance obligation is satisfied. 
 
 
C. Refer to the Revenue Recognition discussion in Note 1. In general, when does 
Apple recognize revenue? Explain Apple’s four revenue recognition criteria. 
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Do they appear to be aligned with the revenue recognition criteria you 
described in part b, above?  
a. According to Apple’s financial statements, specifically Note 1, the company 
recognizes revenue when “persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, 
delivery has occurred, the sales price is fixed or determinable, and collection is 
probable.” These four criteria were sourced from documents Apple provided in 
2010, before ASC 606 was published in 2014 and enforced in 2015. In Apple’s 
most recent 10K (filed in November of 2017 and sourced from the “Investor 
Relations” section of Apple’s website), the company repeats the previously 
stated four revenue recognition criteria. The company also includes a subsection 
titled “Revenue Recognition,” within the “Recent Accounting Pronouncements” 
section, that outlines Apple’s procedure for complying with ASC 606. Apple 
expects the new revenue standards to be “applied retrospectively to each prior 
period presented or retrospectively with the cumulative effect recognized as of 
the date of adoption.” It does not expect the changes to have a material impact 
on the nature and content of its statements and plans to transition over to the new 
standard in the first quarter of 2019. Apple also includes a section titled 
“Revenue Recognition for Arrangements with Multiple Deliverables.” This 
section details Apple’s compliance with ASC 606 and the new revenue 
recognition standard. Apple uses a three-level hierarchy for assigning revenue to 
multiple deliverables (or performance obligations). The first level is vendor-
specific objective evidence of fair value (VSOE) and is most-preferred by Apple 
in assigning revenue. VSOE is often only available if the multiple deliverables 
are available separately (from Apple itself) and Apple can use the selling prices 
to establish a fair market value for each deliverable, thus enabling a proportional 
allocation of revenue. The next level in the hierarchy is third-party evidence of 
selling price (TPE). This is usually only available if a third-party vendor is 
selling the deliverables individually. If neither VSOE nor TPE are available, 
Apple will resort to using the best estimate of selling price (ESP). Apple uses 
vague terms to describe its process for establishing ESP but considers “multiple 
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factors that may vary depending upon the unique facts and circumstances related 
to each deliverable.” Apple With these facts in mind, Apple does appear to be 
compliant with the revenue recognition standards set forth in ASC 606, 
especially in terms of recognizing revenue from contracts with multiple 
performance obligations.  
D. What are multiple-element contracts and why do they pose revenue recognition 
problems for companies?  
a. Multiple-element contracts are contracts between a company and a singular 
customer that binds the parties to perform multiple obligations. In Apple’s case, 
these contracts often involve the sale of hardware (think iPhones, iPads, and 
MacBooks) packaged with software or warranty programs (AppleCare). These 
types of contracts give rise to issues with the timing and allocation of revenue 
recognition. When technology companies sell hardware packaged with software, 
when should the company recognize the revenue from the sale of the software? 
If the software is not sold as a parcel and is instead sold as a time-limited 
subscription, the revenue recognition problem is even more unclear. In that case, 
revenue from the sale of hardware would be recognized upon transfer of the 
ownership of the hardware and the revenue from the software subscription 
would have to first be allocated and then amortized over the life of the 
subscription. This is just one of many potential issues that arise from multiple-
element contracts. ASC 606 clears up these discrepancies with clear guidelines 
for recognizing revenue, specifically revenue that results from multiple-element 
contracts. As outlined in the previous response, Apple took ASC 606 and created 
a three-tiered hierarchy (VSOE, TPE, and ESP) which it uses to allocate 
revenue. 
 
E. In general, what incentives do managers have to make self-serving revenue 
recognition choices?  
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a. Generally speaking, employees are rewarded for adding value to their 
employer’s business. Managers, it then stands to reason, are rewarded for 
generating revenue (literal value) for their company. This dynamic, simple as it 
may seem, often sets up a moral hazard for managers. The fuel for this moral 
minefield takes the form of bonuses and performance-related reward schemes 
that companies use to incentivize managers to drive revenue as high as possible. 
In order to earn these bonuses or other benefits, managers may choose to make 
self-serving revenue recognition choices that recognize an inappropriate amount 
of revenue before it is truly earned, all in the name of meeting certain 
benchmarks or performance goals in the short term. To illustrate, consider a 
manager at a computer store. At this computer store, managers that generate over 
$1,000 of revenue per week (through direct sales) earn a small bonus. If a 
manager had a particularly rough week and was not on track to meet that week’s 
quota, he/she would have incentive to recognize all revenue from a computer 
and software access sale (in the form of a multi-element contract) immediately 
instead of recognizing the revenue from the computer sale and gradually 
recognizing revenue from the software over the life of the software subscription. 
 
F. Refer to Apple’s revenue recognition footnote. In particular, when does the 
company recognize revenue for the following types of sales?  
a. iTunes songs sold online.  
Since third-party developers determine the price of songs sold 
through iTunes, Apple recognizes only its net share of revenue on 
each song in its statements. In other words, if Apple sells a song on 
iTunes for $0.99, and then pays the artist who recorded the song a 
commission of $0.60, Apple would only recognize $0.39 of 
revenue on the sale. The company states, “The sales price paid by 
users that is remitted by the Company to third-party developers is 
not reflected in the Company’s Consolidated Statement of 
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Operations.” Why would Apple willing deflate its revenue 
numbers? The answer, it seems, involves boosting profit margin 
and lowering variable expenses. By removing the most possible 
variable costs from each sale as possible (treating commission as 
potential a variable cost), Apple improves its profit margin on each 
sale. To illustrate, consider that same $0.99 sale from earlier. If 
Apple allocates $0.10 of overhead per sale (not including $0.30 of 
commission on each sale), the company would post a 60% profit 
margin on each sale if it accounted for each sale using the gross 
method. But by using the net method, Apple boosts its profit 
margin to 86%. This looks a lot better to investors and creditors 
and improves the company’s perceived scalability. Apple refers to 
this process in its most recent 10-K when it explains that, “The 
Company accounts for such sales on a net basis by recognizing in 
net sales only the commission it retains from each sale.” Paragraph 
606-10-55-38 in the Codification defines the status of an “agent” 
(which Apple acts during transaction on the iTunes store) as 
someone that “does not control the specified good or service 
provided by another party before that good or service is transferred 
to the customer.” 
b. Mac-branded accessories such as headphones, power adaptors, and 
backpacks sold in the Apple stores. What if the accessories are sold 
online?  
Mac-branded accessories, including headphones, power adaptors, 
and backpacks, are frequently sold in Apple stores. As such, Apple 
recognizes revenue on these items as the ownership of each item is 
transferred to the customer. Since the exchange is taking place in-
person, this is a relatively easy transaction to account for. On the 
other hand, when these accessories are sold online, Apple adopts a 
slightly different approach. As outlined in Note 1, “The Company 
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recognizes revenue when persuasive evidence of an arrangement 
exists, delivery has occurred, the sales price is fixed or determinable, 
and collection is probable.” But when exactly does delivery occur? 
Apple clarifies this question in the next sentence of Note 1, saying 
that the product is “considered delivered to the customer once it has 
been shipped and title and risk of loss have been transferred.” When 
is the risk of loss transferred? Apple elaborates on this point later in 
the note, saying, “For online sales to individuals, the Company 
defers revenue until the customer receives the product because the 
Company legally retains a portion of the risk of loss on these sales 
during transit.” To summarize, Apple recognizes revenue from 
online sales of accessories to individuals once the items are delivered 
to the individual. Therefore, pursuant to paragraph 606-10-25-30 of 
the Codification, Apple has taken the criteria for fulfilling a 
performance obligation (the text states, among other points, that an 
obligation is fulfilling once “the customer has legal title to the 
asset”) to mean the point at which the customer receives the good. 
As such, Apple is compliant with Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles (GAAP). 
c. iPods sold to a third-party reseller in India.  
Apple recognizes the appropriate amount of revenue from selling 
iPods to third-party resellers in India, once the items have been 
delivered to India. It states in Note 1, “The Company recognizes 
revenue when persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, 
delivery has occurred, the sales price is fixed or determinable, and 
collection is probable.” Apple goes on to say, "For most of the 
Company’s product sales, these criteria are met at the time the 
product is shipped.” Thus, deferring revenue until delivery is often 
more of a formality than a necessity.  Again, the company is trying 
to mitigate risk and eliminate accounting ambiguity by applying 
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this standard. Apple states in Note 1 of its statements, “The 
Company records deferred revenue when it receives payments in 
advance of the delivery of products or the performance of services. 
This includes amounts that have been deferred related to embedded 
unspecified and specified software upgrades rights.” Therefore, it 
is clear that Apple does not recognize revenue until the third-party 
reseller in India receives the goods. This is again confirmed to be 
GAAP-compliant by paragraph 606-10-25-30 of the Codification, 
which defines one requirement of fulfilling a performance 
obligation as the customer having the “significant risks and 
rewards of ownership of the asset.” Since resellers cannot gain the 
significant risks and rewards of owning Apple products until they 
are delivered, Apple’s approach to revenue recognition checks out. 
a. Revenue from gift cards 
Apple is constantly selling, redeeming, and writing off Apple gift 
cards. These cards are sold in a variety of locations and are also 
available online. Apple is very clear in Note 1 about how they 
recognize and record revenue from the sale of gift cards, writing, 
"The Company sells gift cards and records deferred revenue upon 
the sale of the card, which is relieved upon redemption of the card 
by the customer.” Therefore, Apple debits an asset and credits 
deferred (or unearned) revenue for the value of the gift card when 
it sells a gift card. When a customer uses the gift card to make a 
purchase, Apple debits the deferred revenue and credits a revenue 
account, recognizing the revenue in the period in which it was 
earned. This is confirmed to be GAAP-compliant pursuant to 
paragraph 606-10-55-46 of the Codification, which states, "Upon 
receipt of a prepayment from a customer, an entity should 
recognize a contract liability in the amount of the prepayment for 
its performance obligation.” Apple creates a liability (unearned or 
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deferred revenue) when it sells the gift card and recognizes an 
appropriate amount once the gift card has been used. 
 
 
 
